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DIRECTOR’S LETTER

Two decades ago, the Center for Homeland Defense and Security
was still largely just a fledgling concept in the minds of visionaries
like CHDS founder and first director Paul Stockton and
former CHDS Executive Director Ted Lewis. In the 20 years
since then, CHDS has grown and evolved into the nation’s
premiere homeland security educator thanks to the hard
work of dozens of dedicated administrators, faculty, staff,
and supporters, as well as the continuing involvement and
contributions of more than 3,000 alumni.
In this issue of Watermark, we explore the Center’s
founding and creation, and growth and evolution, as well as
its prospects for the future in a three-part series that is also
available on the CHDS website, at www.chds.us.
The articles are accompanied by a collection of archival photos
and documents, as well as a timeline marking the Center’s progress
through the years, from its inauguration and the convening of the first
Master’s Program class in early 2003 to the addition of crucial resources such
as the Homeland Security Digital Library and programs such as the Executive
Leaders Program, Emergence, and the University and Agency Partnership Program, and a timeline of
major events that helped influence the very definition and scope of homeland security, from 9/11 to
Hurricane Katrina to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Many thanks to the instructors, staff, and supporters whose dedication over the years has helped
build CHDS into the highly prized, award-winning institution it is today.
So Happy 20th Birthday to CHDS, which was officially founded on April 17, 2002, when the Naval
Postgraduate School established the institution.
Also in this Summer 2022 issue:
• CHDS alum Dr. Carol Cunningham’s ability to balance work as the first Black state medical director (Ohio)
with life (as a working back-up singer and Cleveland, OH, Rock and Roll Hall of Fame board member).
• CHDS alum and acting U.S. Customs and Border Patrol National Border Security Intelligence Watch
Executive Director Kim Ramsey’s meteoric rise from new government employee to top administrator
in less than a dozen years.
• A look back at the three-day CHDS Alumni Professional Exchange (APEX) Continuing Education
Workshop held in February that featured an expert roster of speakers addressing significant national
and international security issues facing our nation.
• Impactful Emergence change initiatives from three CHDS Emergence alums: Emmanuel Louis,
Maria Leon, Jessica Navarro, and Vanessa Lyman.
• A fireside chat with former Secretary of Defense and CIA Director Leon Panetta during a CHDS
Executive Leaders Program session.
• An update from the CHDS Self-Study Program that now counts more than 1,900 users from more
than 550 different agencies and educational programs, and has added seven new courses this year.
Here’s to 20 more successful years at CHDS and many more homeland security professionals joining
the alumni ranks in the coming decades.
Truly yours,

Glen Woodbury
Director, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
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REGIONAL ALUMNI CHAPTERS
CHDS education programs promote collaboration, communication, and information sharing
among leaders both during and after their CHDS programs. In order to keep in touch and
create a national network of homeland security professionals, 31 regional chapters have
been established by alumni throughout North America and United States territories.
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31 REGIONAL CHAPTERS NATIONWIDE
NEW
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WE WELCOME OUR NEWEST CHAPTER
TO THE CHDS ALUMNI NETWORK.

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE NATIONWIDE NETWORK OF CHDS ALUMNI CHAPTERS.
CONTACT CHAPTER COORDINATORS LISTED ON THE RIGHT.

DID YOU KNOW?
OUR ALUMNI BASE
SPANS OVER 1000
CITIES IN 18 COUNTRIES
ACROSS THE GLOBE.
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TOP THREE U.S. STATES
AND TERRITORIES

CALIFORNIA • 377
NEW YORK • 234
VIRGINIA • 204

TOP SIX U.S. CITIES

WASHINGTON, D.C. • 384
NEW YORK, NY • 161
HONOLULU, HI • 118

ARLINGTON, VA • 57
BOSTON, MA • 55
LOS ANGELES, CA • 54

REGIONAL ALUMNI CHAPTERS
WASHINGTON

1

SEATTLE

Andy Collins
james.collins@seattle.gov
Kevin McMahan
kevinmcmahan@comcast.net
2

PHOENIX

19 OHIO

DAYTON

Ryan Fields-Spack
rfieldss@icloud.com

Darren Price
darrenpricenps1405@gmail.com
Jeff Payne
payne136@gmail.com
Bruce Robertson
brobertson1@woh.rr.com

11 NEW MEXICO
Katelin Wright
k.dederman@gmail.com

CALIFORNIA
NORTHERN

Eric Saylors
esaylors8@gmail.com

5

Kristin Brockshus
kristin.brockshus@gmail.com

INLAND EMPIRE

6

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS

14 KANSAS AND
MISSOURI
Erica Hupka
erica.hupka@gmail.com

7

HAWAII
HONOLULU

8

GUAM
Frank Ishizaki
guamgman@gmail.com
Tricee Limtiaco
tlimtiaco@gpagwa.com

PHILADELPHIA

Walt Smith
wsmith6067@msn.com
Robert Giorgio
rgiorgio32@gmail.com

23 GEORGIA
ATLANTA

Kelly Nadeau
khn88@bellsouth.net
Scott Minarcine
scott.minarcine@dph.ga.gov

31 WASHINGTON, D.C.

NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

NORTHERN

Will Bierman
willbierman@yahoo.com
Gary Cummings
ltcummings2579@gmail.com

WESTERN PACIFIC

30 PENNSYLVANIA

24 FLORIDA

DALLAS

Lydia Mertyris
lmertyris@hotmail.com

Phil McGovern
tank441@aol.com

Jonathan Gaddy
jonathanwgaddy@gmail.com

Greta Hurt
girlfirefighterr@yahoo.com
16 TEXAS

NEW ENGLAND

HUNTSVILLE

TULSA

Terri March
terrimarch@cox.net

WESTERN

29 MASSACHUSETTS

22 ALABAMA

15 OKLAHOMA

27 NEW YORK

Richard Blatus
firesafeltd@aol.com

Patrick Sheehan
patrickcsheehan@gmail.com

OMAHA

John Dehooge
johnwdehooge@gmail.com

NEW YORK CITY

NASHVILLE

13 NEBRASKA

ONTARIO

28 NEW YORK

21 TENNESSEE

CALIFORNIA
David Green
davidgreen5225@aol.com
Jason Lappin
jasonplappin@gmail.com

Vanessa Burns
vanessaburns@sbcglobal.net

Calvin Shanks
shankscd@sbcglobal.net

LOS ANGELES

Frank Forman
captain224@gmail.com

LOUISVILLE

EL PASO

26 CANADA

Patrick O’Flynn
poflynn501@gmail.com

20 KENTUCKY

12 TEXAS

4 CALIFORNIA

Romeo Lavarias
rblavarias@miramarfd.org
Deanna Kralick
nydk1216@aol.com

DENVER

ALBUQUERQUE

3

SOUTHERN

Beth Windisch
beth.windisch@gmail.com

10 COLORADO

OREGON

25 FLORIDA

CHICAGO

Sylvia Moir
moir4@me.com

PORTLAND

Chris Voss
chris77.voss@gmail.com

18 ILLINOIS

9 ARIZONA

Ronald Lendvay
rlend2@yahoo.com
Thomas Guglielmo
thomas.p.guglielmo@gmail.com

Samantha Korta
samantha.korta@gmail.com
Heather Hollingsworth Issvoran
hissvora@nps.edu
INTERESTED IN STARTING
A NEW CHAPTER?

Send an e-mail to

17 TEXAS

? Heather Hollingsworth Issvoran

AUSTIN

at hissvora@nps.edu

Angi English
englishangi@gmail.com

DID YOU KNOW?
ALUMNI HOLDING POSITIONS
*INCLUDES CHIEFS, ASSISTANT CHIEFS,
DEPUTY CHIEFS, SUPERINTENDENTS, AND DIRECTORS

123 CHDS ALUMNI TEACH
OVER 300 COURSES IN 106
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
MORE ALUMNI TEACH AT

SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY
THAN ANY OTHER INSTITUTION

124 CHIEFS OF
POLICE*

143 FIRE
CHIEFS*

103 EMERGENCY

34 PUBLIC

MANAGEMENT
DIRECTORS

HEALTH
DIRECTORS
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REGIONAL ALUMNI CHAPTERS

&

WITH OUR ALUMNI
CHAPTER HEADS

20 KENTUCKY, LOUISVILLE
VANESSA BURNS | ELP1802 | Director, Louisville Metro Government Public Works

Vanessa has served in numerous cities across the country as a Public Works Director, including Washington, D.C.,
New Haven, CT, Evanston, IL, and Louisville, KY. In all positions, she has been primarily responsible for emergency
operations, especially early in her career when emergency management was not a separate entity. She has a great deal of
experience with severe weather, including hurricane, tornado, and snow events. In some of her positions, in conjunction
with emergency management agencies and public safety departments, she has had experience with logistical solutions
to potential homeland security issues and concerns.
How many years have you been in emergency management/homeland security?
20
In your opinion, what is the top homeland security issue in your region right now?
Misinformation through social media
Describe your CHDS experience in one word.
Eye-opening
What is your favorite place to dine on the Monterey Peninsula?
Mission Ranch, Carmel-By-The-Sea, CA

2 OREGON, PORTLAND
CHRIS VOSS | MA0703/04 | Director, Multnomah County Office of Emergency Management

Chris serves as the Director of Emergency Management and Homeland Security for Multnomah County, Oregon.
He previously held the same position in Montgomery County, Maryland. In the past 30 years, he has conducted countless
media interviews and been involved in hundreds of Emergency Operation Center activations. He is grateful to have worked
with people he respects in communities he loves. Now at the end of his career, he hopes to transfer much of the knowledge
he’s gathered to the next generation of leaders, and feels confident they are up to the challenge.
How many years have you been in emergency management/homeland security?
30
In your opinion, what is the top homeland security issue in your region right now?
Misinformation, indifference, and how that has led to a widening divide in our country.
Describe your CHDS experience in one word.
Enriching
What is your favorite place to dine on the Monterey Peninsula?
Can’t say too much about Monterey, but will never forget the 200+ meals I ate at the
Shepherdstown Clarion Hotel, Shepherdstown, WV
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REGIONAL ALUMNI CHAPTERS
1

WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
KEVIN MCMAHAN | MA1801/02 | Executive Director of Elections & Cybersecurity - Washington Secretary of State

Kevin currently serves as the Executive Director for Elections and Cybersecurity for the Washington Office of the Secretary
of State. Secretary Steve Hobbs appointed him to the position in May of 2022, following his retirement from the military.
Before this appointment, Kevin served as a career officer with the Washington National Guard. He held various command and
staff positions, most recently leading the Washington National Guard COVID-19 response for 18 months while simultaneously
commanding the 10th Homeland Response Force. Kevin's military career also included two deployments to Iraq.
His education includes a master's degree from the Naval Postgraduate School and a master's degree in Public Administration
from the University of Idaho. Kevin was also a U.S. Army War College Fellow at Texas A&M University and attended Harvard
University's Leadership Program in Homeland Security. He is married, has two children, and enjoys being outside and exploring
the backcountry of the Pacific Northwest in his free time.
How many years have you been in emergency management/homeland security?
31
In your opinion, what is the top homeland security issue in your region right now?
Polarization of our political system and the general public. Our nation’s adversaries,
both foreign and domestic, continue to use this disparity to their advantage.
Describe your CHDS experience in one word.
Miraculous
What is your favorite place to dine on the Monterey Peninsula?
Little Napoli, Carmel-By-The-Sea, CA

25 FLORIDA, SOUTHERN
DEANNA KRALICK | MA1505/06 | Chief of Staff - U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

Deanna was appointed Chief of Staff, Office of the Director, Miami/Tampa Field Office (MFO/TFO) effective Nov. 12, 2017.
The MFO encompasses all operations at Miami International Airport, Miami Seaport, Port Everglades/Fort Lauderdale
International Airport, West Palm Beach/Fort Pierce, and Key West Airports. The TFO encompasses the Area Ports of Tampa,
Orlando, and Jacksonville. Deanna currently oversees all activities under the responsibility of the Director, Field Operations,
MFO/TFO, including all border security, mission support, and trade operations throughout the State of Florida.
She is a graduate of University of Miami, with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Microbiology and Immunology and a
minor in Biology. She also holds a Master of Arts in Security Studies from the Center for Homeland Defense and Security,
Naval Postgraduate School.
How many years have you been in emergency management/homeland security?
15
In your opinion, what is the top homeland security issue in your region right now?
The top homeland security issue for the state of Florida at this moment is illegal migration 		
from the neighboring Caribbean islands.
Describe your CHDS experience in one word.
Profound
What is your favorite place to dine on the Monterey Peninsula?
Monterey Fish House, Monterey, CA
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ON THE ROAD

L
Greetings from Monterey, CHDS Alumni!
I hope everyone is off to a happy and safe summer!
It sure is good to be back out on the road seeing
familiar faces and meeting some potential future
CHDS alumni at the same time. Below is a list of
events where we will be exhibiting for the rest of
the year. Please come by and say hello if you are
at any of these events. If you have any ideas for
mobile recruiting in 2023, please reach out to myself
(rstearns@nps.edu) or Heather (hissvora@nps.edu)
as we are always open to new avenues for making
connections. See you out on the road!

2022 Mobile Outreach Schedule
• August 2-4 – Campus Security Conference –
Los Angeles, CA
• August 7-11 – Women in Federal Law Enforcement –
Phoenix, AZ
• September 7-9 – California League of Cities –
Long Beach, CA
• September 11-14 – Women Leaders in Law Enforcement
– Anaheim, CA
• September 14-16 – National Latino Peace Officer
Association – San Diego, CA
• September 19-22 – National Safety Congress and Expo
– San Diego, CA
• October 17-20 – National Emergency Management
Association – Stowe, VT
• November 6-9 – American Public Health Association
– Boston, MA
• November 14-16 – International Association of
Emergency Managers – Savannah, GA
• November 29 - December 1 – National Healthcare
Preparedness Coalition – Anaheim, CA

Have an idea for a conference/expo for CHDS
for 2023 or self-study questions?

CONTACT RUSSELL

RUSSELL STEARNS | (831) 869-2392
RSTEARNS@NPS.EDU
6
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UAPP OUTREACH,
EXPERTISE IN DEMAND
BY JIM JOHNSON

everaging its network of partners,
the Center for Homeland Defense
and Security’s University and Agency
Partnership Program has increasingly been
called on to facilitate strategic planning and
priority topical events conducted by FEMA
headquarters, along with regional activities.
According to UAPP director Steve Recca,
those expanded efforts include support for
the National Cybersecurity Symposium
hosted by the National Training and
Education Division, the FEMA Individual
and Community Preparedness Division, the
Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCU) annual meeting, and the National
Domestic Preparedness Consortium.
Recca said that increased support mainly
manifests itself in the overall use of UAPP as
a homeland security subject matter expert
facilitation provider, leveraging CHDS
expertise and UAPP’s outreach capacity.
This year, the National Cybersecurity
Symposium was held March 28-31, with
Recca serving as lead, and another event is
set for this fall.
Recca has also provided support for
events such as the FEMA 24th annual
Emergency Management Higher Education
Symposium held in June and the FEMA
Region VI Higher Education Symposium set
for September.
Meanwhile, Recca said UAPP continues its
focus on three primary missions, including:
• Development and delivery of the
Annual Homeland Defense and
Security Education Summit, which is
held in the fall;
• Serve as a homeland security education
and training resource hub for
universities and agencies; and
• Facilitate and help mature the
homeland security community
of education practice.
This year’s 15th annual Homeland
Defense and Security Education
Summit is set for Oct. 31 to Nov. 2 in
Monterey, CA.
The summit’s theme is “The Growing
Convergence of Homeland and National
Security: Educating Future Leaders to
Understand Evolving Threats.”

Registration opened on July 15. The
summit will be held at the Monterey
Conference Center.
CHDS/UAPP has issued a call for
proposals inviting all relevant research from
related fields of study in two broad areas:
Understanding Evolving Threats, including
how to relate homeland security theory to the
threat landscape; and, the Role of Academia
in Addressing Current and Projected
Challenges, including research and education
to enable homeland security’s success in
meeting emerging complex systems.
Proposals are due Aug. 15 and should
include a 150- to 250-word abstract using a
provided template, and a CV or resume, and
selectees must submit a complete draft of
their presentation by Oct. 15.
CHDS/UAPP has also issued a call for
nominations for the 2022 David McIntyre
Homeland Security Educator’s Award given
annually to a UAPP member who has made
significant contributions to advancing
homeland security research and education.
Nominees can be either actively practicing
or former homeland security educators,
with the latter considered in the emeritus
award category.
Nomination submissions are limited
to 750 words and should include detailed
descriptions of the contributions made by
the proposed awardee. They are due by
September 1.
For more information regarding
the summit, visit www.chds.us/uapp/
event/2022-summit.
All summit-specific questions can be
directed to Recca at sprecca@nps.edu. n

Monterey Conference Center, Downtown Monterey, CA.

A

CHDS SELF-STUDY PROGRAM
CONTINUES TO GROW

still burgeoning Center for
Homeland Defense and Security
Self-Study Program now counts
1,919 users from more than 550 different
agencies and educational institutions,
evidence of the ever-growing reach of the
recently expanded program.
Available at www.chds.us/selfstudy,
the Self-Study program is geared toward
offering easy-to-use courses.
Most of the courses are designed so
that students can dive right into modules
that interest them most (we at the SelfStudy program refer to this as a "salad bar
format"). This makes it easy for portions of a
course’s content to be integrated into a class
or training.
However, the courses also have a very
high completion rate – more than 60
percent of people that begin a course
complete it. This is especially impressive for
our more comprehensive courses.
Since we started gathering statistics
in August, the course with the most
completions is “Counterterrorism in the
United Kingdom.”
Students who enjoyed that course may
want to check out Paul Smith's latest course
entitled, “The Use of Intelligence in the
Battle Against Terrorism in the U.S.A.”
Meanwhile, we have published seven
new courses since March of this year. Those
include the following:
Threats from Nation States
This course, developed by CHDS instructor
Dr. Seth Jones, examines the current and
future threat to the U.S. homeland from
China, Russia, and Iran. It covers strategies,
operations, and tactics that are used by
adversaries in the U.S. and examines ways
U.S. policymakers at all levels of government
can better counter the threat. This was our
most popular completed course in May (our
latest month of data).
Cognition and Information
This course was developed by CHDS
Instructor Dr. Mollie McGuire. At the
Naval Postgraduate School, Dr. McGuire
teaches a course in information warfare;

BY LAUREN FERNANDEZ

LAUREN FERNANDEZ
Self-Study Program Director,
CHDS Instructor
www.chds.us/selfstudy

CHDS SELF-STUDY
August 2021 - June 2022
• 1900+ self-study users
• 129 educational institutions from across the country
• 550+ agencies, organizations, and divisions

she adapted some of the content and
exercises from this course for her selfstudy course. The goal is to examine how
we receive and understand incoming
information. If we understand how
influence works, we might have a more
discerning eye. Students consistently rate
the course highly and find it an excellent
introduction to critical thinking.
Introduction to Meta-Leadership
This course was developed by instructors
affiliated with the National Preparedness
Leadership Initiative (NPLI) at Harvard
University. Its goal is to help students
lead in complex, fast-evolving crisis
incidents through three dimensions of
meta-leadership: the Person, the Situation,
and Connectivity. A neat aspect of this
course is the meta-leadership in action
components in each module, where a
seasoned practitioner tells a story applying
the dimension to their experience. Those
wishing to learn more can read (or listen to)
the book You're It published in 2019.
Realizing Resilience
How often have you heard the term
"resilience" being thrown around as a
buzzword? This course, developed by CHDS
alum Jill Raycroft, pushes generalizations to
the side and examines how it is studied in
theory and practiced in the field. The course
covers resilience governance and social,

physical, and economic resilience. Students
will learn about community resilience
indicators and how individual resilience can
be fostered. Each module includes an original
audio interview of a seasoned practitioner or
researcher discussing an aspect of resilience.
Building a Public Health System for the
21st Century
This is the fourth course in a public health
series by CHDS alum Dr. William Pilkington.
It examines "public health challenges that will
present threats to our homeland security long
after COVID-19 fades from our daily lives."
This course continues to grow in popularity.
Students who completed this course have
indicated they would overwhelmingly
recommend it to others.
Technology's Impact on the 4th Amendment
in Homeland Security
This is CHDS alum Stephanie Blum's second
course (her first course is "Constitutional
Law and Homeland Security"). This course
focuses on how technology has impacted the
Fourth Amendment in two areas. Students
learn about court decisions and analyze
whether technology should affect the Fourth
Amendment analysis at the border, and
whether technology has and should affect the
analysis of checkpoint searches. The course
receives high marks for its teaching style and
students say they find it thought-provoking.
Globalization
This course was developed by Prof. Diane
Zorri from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University. It examines how global political
issues impact homeland security policy,
and covers a breadth of topics ranging from
trans-border issues and the role of the state
in human rights, democracy, and cultural
nationalism. Students say they found the
course enlightening and informative.
We are continuing to seek new course
proposals on a rolling basis (see: www.chds.us/
selfstudy/project-proposal) and will work to
keep existing courses fresh. If there is a topic
that you would find valuable, please email
Lauren Fernandez (lsfernan@nps.edu). n
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CHDS Faculty Spotlight

APEX CHDS INSTRUCTOR APPOINTED
ALUMNI PROFESSIONAL
EXCHANGE CHDS

TO COAST GUARD COMMITTEE

C
SAVE THE DATE!
ALUMNI
PROFESSIONAL
EXCHANGE

FEBRUARY 21-23, 2023
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
ALUMNI CONTINUING
EDUCATION WORKSHOP
REGISTER AT

www.chds.us/c/apex
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BY JIM JOHNSON

enter for Homeland Defense and
Security instructor, thesis advisor,
and research professor Rodrigo
Nieto Gomez will offer his expertise on
the U.S. Coast Guard to a new committee
charged with studying the agency’s nearfuture challenges and what authorities it
will need to fulfill its 11 mission areas.
Last month, Nieto Gomez was appointed
to an ad hoc committee of The National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine that will “examine emerging issues
likely to require Coast Guard oversight,
regulation, or other actions over the next
decade, and consider whether its existing
authorities are appropriate and sufficient for
these purposes,” according to the NASEM.
Nieto Gomez, who also serves
as a research professor at the Naval
Postgraduate School’s National Security
Affairs Department in Monterey, CA,
called the effort “an important task that
deserves attention.
“The operational environment of many
United States government agencies is
rapidly changing,” he said. “This is why it
is important from time to time to evaluate
if those changes impose modifications
in capabilities and authorities or if the
existing capabilities and authorities are
sufficient to meet the challenges of that
morphing environment. In the case of the
USCG, an agency I know well and is close
to my heart, I am particularly interested
in the way emerging technologies and
changing geopolitical conditions are
shaping the environment of our homeland
defense and security policies in the North
American territories.”
The study committee is composed of
members with experience in the regulatory
and operational environment of the Coast
Guard, Nieto Gomez said, all of whom
“bring different perspectives to study if
those authorities are sufficient or if more
are needed, to fulfill USCG missions.”
Over the next year, NASEM indicated
the committee will “survey potential
developments that could affect the Coast

RODRIGO NIETO GOMEZ
CHDS Instructor,
Thesis Advisor,
and Research Professor
www.chds.us

Guard’s (11) missions, including changes
in technological capabilities, cybersecurity
risks, climate and environmental
conditions, and geopolitical factors
that could impact the use of navigable
waterways, the types and levels of
risk associated with commercial and
recreational maritime activities, and how
and where the Coast Guard needs to
operate as a service and military force.”
Based on the survey, and informed by
consultations with the Coast Guard and
other experts and interested parties, the
study committee will “identify those issues
it believes are likely to have the greatest
relevance to and impact on the Coast
Guard’s missions and review [its] existing
authorities and related abilities (such as
force levels, asset mix, and training) to
address them,” according to NASEM.
Where it finds “potential limitations
and shortcomings” in the Coast Guard’s
authorities and related abilities, NASEM
indicated the committee will consider any
adjustment or additions that can be made
during the near- and longer-terms and
make recommendations to Congress and
the Coast Guard “as appropriate.”
An expert in North American
geopolitics, Mexican politics, and border
security among other academic disciplines,
Nieto Gomez has managed technology
projects sponsored by the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security and the Coast
Guard, including a Big Data project
designed to improve strategic foresight
of the service applying complex science
principles to the use of non-intrusive
mobile data collection. n

CHDS MASTER’S CURRICULUM
REDESIGN HIGHLIGHTED

A

n “experimental” redesign
of the Center for Homeland
Defense and Security’s Master’s
Program curriculum was introduced by
CHDS Instructor and Senior Lecturer Dr.
Shannon Brown at the Jan. 27 Alumni
Hour conducted via Zoom.
According to Brown, the curriculum
redesign is the first major change to the
Master’s Degree Program since 2008 and
emerged as a result of feedback from
program participants, some of whom
found “significant shortcomings.”
“Think back to 2002-03 (when CHDS
was founded), and fast-forward 20 years;
what would the curriculum look like if we
started from scratch today?” Brown said.
“The decision to develop an experimental
redesign curriculum at CHDS was based
on feedback from students over the years,
many of whom expressed concern that
there were core issues being overlooked by
the program.”
After consultation with stakeholders and
the CHDS sponsor—the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security—Brown said work
began on two major initiatives including:
• A “refresh” of the existing Master’s
program in order to bring the courses
into alignment with the educational
skill requirements adopted by CHDS in
2019 and give the instructional teams
an opportunity to make “significant”
changes to the content and delivery of
their courses;
• A “greenfield” redesign beginning with
an open discussion among faculty
about creating new courses based on
student feedback, the faculty’s sense of
how the homeland security enterprise
had changed since 2002, and “demand
signals” from stakeholders.
The redesign officially began in March
2020, Brown said. Major changes to
curriculum include the following:
• Introduction of colloquium “short
courses” or “electives” for small groups
to do a “deep dive” into a specific
homeland security topic;
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•A
 new first quarter “study skills” course
focused on getting students up to speed
on research, writing, and presentation
styles appropriate for graduate school;
• Additional faculty to support the
Research and Writing course to improve
the student-faculty ratio in an effort to
facilitate small-group instruction;
•T
 ransition from academic study to a
“knowledge into practice” phase in
the final six months of the program
focused on implementing change within
homeland security organizations.
In response to a question from
CHDS Alumni Hour Moderator David
O’Keeffe regarding any potential change

Herrmann Hall | Photo by Office of University Communications

in the amount of time Master’s cohorts
can expect to spend on the program under
the redesign, Brown said he didn’t believe
the change would be “significant” and that
there is sensitivity to participants’ other
time demands.
In an extended question-and-answer
session as part of the Alumni Hour event,
participants queried about CHDS faculty
feedback, the colloquium “electives,”
whether “systems thinking” would be
included in the curriculum, whether
faculty might be eliminated under the
redesign, the impact on the Master’s thesis
completion rate, the continued inclusion of
international security issues, and more.
The first Master’s cohort to start the
program under the redesigned curriculum
began in Summer 2021, with a second
cohort to start under the redesign in
Summer 2022. The curriculum changes
at the course and program level will be
subject to reviews by CHDS faculty every
three months for the next two years—
into the Fall of 2023—in an effort to
gather enough feedback to decide what is
working, Brown said.
“It’s an exciting time at the Center as
these changes are rolled out and the faculty
work diligently to update the premier
graduate homeland security educational
experience in the United States,” Brown
said. In closing comments, O’Keeffe noted
that homeland security “will evolve for
decades to come and it’s just starting.”
CHDS Strategic Communications
Director Heather Hollingsworth Issvoran
reminded Alumni Hour participants that
the events are held on the third Thursday
of every month and that next year's
Alumni Professional Exchange (APEX)
Continuing Educational Workshop is set
for Feb. 21-23, 2023.
Hollingsworth Issvoran also opened
the Alumni Hour by noting that CHDS is
celebrating its 20th anniversary this year
with a series of special activities including
a birthday celebration to mark the April 17,
2002, founding of the Center at the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA. n
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GET SOCIAL

Connect with us to stay up to date on the latest resources,
news stories, and opportunities. Post your experiences at CHDS
and tag us – we want to hear from you!
@npsCHDS
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MASTERS PROGRAM (MA)
APPLICATION DEADLINE DEC. 1, 2022
APPLICATION DEADLINE MAY 1, 2023

EMERGENCE PROGRAM
APPLICATION DEADLINE DEC. 1, 2022
APPLICATION DEADLINE MAY 1, 2023

EXECUTIVE LEADERS PROGRAM (ELP)
APPLICATION DEADLINE JAN. 15, 2023
APPLICATION DEADLINE JUNE 15, 2023

RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM (REP)
APPLICATION DEADLINE DEC. 15, 2022

RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
PROGRAM EARLY CAREER (REPEC)
APPLICATION DEADLINE MAR. 15, 2023
FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT US ONLINE AT CHDS.US
SEND US THREE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
THE PROGRAMS ABOVE | HISSVORA@NPS.EDU
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PUTIN, DICTATORIAL PSYCHOLOGY
REVIEWED IN APRIL CHDS ALUMNI HOUR

L

ike other dictators before and
contemporaneous to him, Russian
President Vladimir Putin is a
“pathological narcissist” who only looks at
the world through the lens of his own selfinterest with no regard for others. And, that
explains his brutal actions in Ukraine and
other countries where he has deployed his
nation’s military forces.
That assessment was offered by Center for
Homeland Defense and Security instructor Dr.
Fathali Moghaddam, Professor and Director
of the Interdisciplinary Program in Cognitive
Science at Georgetown University, who served
as guest speaker for CHDS’ April Alumni
Hour entitled “Putin and Other Dictators: A
Psychological Portrait” held on April 21.
Moghaddam, who originally hails
from Iran and authored the book entitled
Threat to Democracy: The Appeal of
Authoritarianism in an Age of Uncertainty,
addressed the appeal of Russia’s Putin and
other modern dictators, their psychological
profile, and what should be expected as
events play out in Ukraine.
The event, which drew a large audience
of CHDS alumni, was recorded and is
available on the CHDS website. It included a
presentation by Dr. Moghaddam and a lively
question-and-answer session with CHDS
alumni who tuned in to the online session.
Moghaddam, who noted that the topic is
“unfortunately” timely due to the ongoing
Russian invasion of Ukraine, started his
presentation with a review of historic
dictators’ rise to power including what he
called the “springboard” to taking over,
and then discussed how Putin fits into
that model and how he compares to other
dictators. He noted that the resurgence of
authoritarianism is also contributing to a
re-consideration of globalization.
According to Moghaddam, the history
of human civilization is marked by strong
central leadership, and the phenomenon of
democracy is “new and relatively fragile,”
and “it’s not clear it will survive.” The battle
between democracy and authoritarianism,
he said, “could be a fight to the death” and
it’s “not inevitable democracy will win,” and
we “have to fight for it.”
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Turning to Putin,
Moghaddam noted
that he was born in
the Soviet Union
about 70 years ago
to a working-class
family and was not
remarkable as a
child. He attended
Leningrad University
and was recruited
there by the KGB. The fall of the Soviet
Union in 1990 was considered a tragedy
by Putin, who believed in the historical
importance of Russia and the proposition
that Russia should be great again, and was
attempting to fight his way to the top of his
profession during a difficult time for his
country as it was losing satellite states and
global influence, Moghaddam said.
Within 10 years, though, Putin vaulted
from a low-ranking KGB agent to president
of Russia, Moghaddam noted, and asked how
he managed that–what was the “springboard”
that allowed him to rise to power?
Moghaddam said Putin benefitted from two
main societal conditions, including the threat
of decline and the search for a savior. He noted
that Putin served in the KGB under former
Russian president Boris Yeltsin, who was
instrumental in privatizing state-controlled
properties by selling them at low prices to his
friends and family, and was faced with the
challenge of handing over power to someone
who wouldn’t prosecute him.
While Putin fit that bill, and ultimately
protected Yeltsin and his family, Moghaddam
said Putin was also linked to building
bombings that killed many Russians and
which Putin blamed on Chechen rebels
and promised to go after them if he was

elected. Analysts later suggested that it was
likely Putin and his supporters who were
responsible for the bombings.
Moghaddam compared that to Adolph
Hitler and the Reichtag fire that helped bring
him to power in Germany, Benito Mussolini’s
march to Rome in the wake of fascist-backed
violence in Italy, and Ayatollah Khomeini’s
closing of the universities after the
Islamic Revolution in Iran.
One of the problems Putin now
faces 20 years after taking power
is he needs a successor who will
protect him from all his criminal
activity that has occurred under his
regime, Moghaddam said.
Moghaddam noted the “rising
authoritarianism” around the globe
that has stretched beyond Russia
and China to countries where it once
seemed there was an opportunity
for democracy to take root, including
Brazil, India, Venezuela, and Turkey, and
said “objective sources” now assess that
democracy is weaker today than it was 3040 years ago, including he said “in the U.S.”
As a “classic” dictator, Putin demonstrates
tendencies such as “pathological narcissism”
and belief in conspiracies, and is “utterly
ruthless,” Moghaddam said, comparing him
to Khomeini, Stalin, and Mao. Hundreds
of thousands of lives lost are “irrelevant” to
dictators because they believe they know
best, he said, noting that Ukraine is just the
latest Putin brutality and has only drawn
global attention due to Ukrainian resistance,
surprising Putin since he has been doing the
same thing elsewhere in the world before.
At the same time, Moghaddam pointed
out that there was hope during the rise of
the internet that it would democratize the
globe because it would offer everyone access
to information and dictatorships that relied
on keeping their people subjugated and
uninformed would fall.
“We were completely wrong,”
Moghaddam said, noting that Russia and
China had learned to use the internet for
their own goals and had even weaponized
them against their adversaries, influencing
democracies and elections. n
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Emergence Alumna Making a Difference

BUILDING EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

T

aking aim at building public
trust and understanding of the
Philadelphia Office of Emergency
Management, Center for Homeland Defense
and Security Emergence Program cohort
2102 participant Vanessa Lyman has
been given a “green light” to develop and
implement her Emergence Change Initiative
entitled “Emergency Management Liaison
Officer Community Engagement.”
According to the Emergency Management
liaison officer, Lyman presented her change
initiative to her program supervisor, planning
deputy director, and the OEM director,
and they were “extremely positive” about
the proposal and “believe the project could
greatly benefit not only OEM but the public.”
“They have given me the green light
to continue working on my project’s
development and implementation over
the next few months,” Lyman said, adding
that the community engagement change
initiative will act as an “additional tool” for
emergency management liaison officers
while in the field to “engage community
members, build relationships, and educate
residents on hazards and preparedness tips.”
According to its website, the Philadelphia
OEM “works to ensure the City of
Phliadelphia is ready for any kind of
emergency,” and “works with organizations
throughout the City to prepare for possible
emergencies in the City, lessen their impact,
and recover as quickly as possible.”
Lyman said her change initiative was
prompted because the city’s OEM is
“missing opportunities to engage the public,
educate residents, and build relationships
that could lead to a more resilient city.”
The goals of her change initiative project,
Lyman said, are to “support her agency’s
community engagement program and attend
community events,” and “interact with
her community’s residents and businesses
to strengthen preparedness knowledge
and increase their familiarity with OEM’s
mission,” as well as increasing the number
of READYPhila registrants and continuing
to build relationships with partner agencies,
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all in pursuit of building public trust and
understanding of the city’s OEM.
Next steps for the change initiative
development and implementation include:
• Meeting with the Community Engagement
Coordinators to design guidelines to ensure
the roles and expectations for the liaison
officers that are well defined, determine
what modes of engagement will be most
successful, and set standards for engaging
with residents.
• Identify and schedule both online and
in-person training. “We want the team to
be consistent in how they interact with
individuals and what information they are
providing to the public,” Lyman said.
• Work with OEM Leadership to
determine the amount of time a liaison
officer will dedicate to community
events and how they will be expected
to respond during these times. For
example, a liaison officer could be
deemed “out of service” during an event
or could be partnered with an additional
OEM coordinator so that they could
leave for a response.
• Provide each liaison officer, Duty Phone,
and Duty Vehicle with OEM’s QR code
to simplify community enrollment and
information dissemination.
• Schedule a meeting with the Battalion
Chief of Philadelphia Fire Department’s
(PFD) Community Action Team (CAT) to
discuss training opportunities and events
that the agencies can complete jointly.
An opportunity previously discussed was
accompanying the PFD CAT on smoke
detector installations and using it as an
opportunity for OEM to interact with
residents on a one-on-one basis.

Lyman said her agency leadership
has been “extremely supportive and
encouraging” with regard to her
participation in the CHDS Emergence
program, adding that the program has
provided a wide range of benefits.
Describing the program as an “amazing
opportunity,” Lyman said she was initially
hesitant during the application process but
added that she is now “so happy and proud
of myself ” for completing the program.
“Career-wise, the course reaffirmed my
passion for emergency management and
working as a public servant,” she said. “On a
personal level, the Emergence Program taught
me so much about myself and showed specific
skills to continue developing. After the past
two years, most people I’ve spoken with are
feeling exhausted and uninspired. I felt myself
questioning my career path and desire to be
in this field. Compounded with my recent
leadership promotion, I was unsure of my
ability to be successful. Emergence forced me
out of a bubble and introduced me to people
from all over the country varying in areas of
focus, experiences, and perspectives. Our class
discussions were enlightening whether we
were discussing policies, hot button issues, or
how to analyze a risk. The instructors were
incredibly supportive and encouraged us to
ask questions and delve below the surface
to provide substantive solutions. I learned
so much about my communication styles,
how to collaborate with differing views,
identifying risks and multiple processes for
developing solutions. The guest speakers
were amazing; passion was evident, and they
provided so much insight to the ‘life and
career’ questions we all had.
“Some of the most beneficial aspects of
Emergence were the lunch conversations
and late-night discussions I had with my
classmates. Everyone shared personal
experiences, helped one another work
through office difficulties, and respectfully
discussed topics from the class and news.
I’ve come back to my office reenergized to
implement my change initiative and look for
new opportunities to contribute to my city.” n

Emergence Alumnus Making a Difference

ESTABLISHING A FIRE DEPARTMENT
MENTORSHIP PROGRAM

W

hen Hialeah Fire Department
Emergency Medical Services
Division Chief Emmanuel
Louis was promoted to his current
position last year, he remembers the
transition from firefighter-paramedic to
administrator as being essentially a sinkor-swim proposition.
“It was total shell-shock,” Louis said. “I
was used to responding to emergency calls
and now I was in the office trying to fix
policy. And no one gave me any help. I was
told to figure it out.”
Louis and fellow veteran Hialeah
firefighter Edward Altidore made history
last year with their promotions to division
chiefs, the first time Black men had been
promoted to a chief position in department
history dating back to 1925. Hialeah is a
city in Miami-Dade County, Florida.
That experience, Louis said, was the
main motivation in pursuing his Center
for Homeland Defense and Security
Emergence Program change initiative
entitled, “Mentorship and Personnel
Development Program,” which pairs
personnel at every level of the fire
department with a higher-ranking officer.
Part of the motivation, he said, was the
amount of upper management turnover
that his department is undergoing and the
relative dearth of senior-level experience
as a result.
Louis said he has benefitted greatly from
“unofficial” mentors throughout his 18-
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year career as a firefighter-paramedic.
In a news article on his promotion
to division chief, Louis mentioned the
influence of Michael Wright, the first Black
firefighter in the department. Louis said
in the article he probably wouldn’t have
succeeded as a firefighter if it wasn’t for
Wright, who he said pushed him while he
was in the Fire Academy and then became
one of his biggest supporters.

“It was total shell-shock. I was used
to responding to emergency calls and
now I was in the office trying to fix
policy. And no one gave me any help.
I was told to figure it out.”
— EMMANUEL LOUIS

Wright, who was a lieutenant in the
department’s HazMat unit, died in 2016
of cancer after serving 25 years with the
department.

Unofficial mentorship was so beneficial
for his career that Louis said he thought,
“Why not make it official?”
After presenting his Emergence change
initiative proposal to the department’s
executive staff committee, of which he is a
member, Louis said he got the green light
to move forward.
Louis said he is also meeting with union
leadership in an effort to add the program
to the bargaining contract.
Currently, the program is matching up
five newly promoted lieutenants with more
senior officers over the next nine months,
which represents the newbie officers’
probation period, according to Louis.
If the program shows promise, Louis
said it will be expanded to the entire
department at every rank from new
engineers to the fire chief.
As for his CHDS experience, Louis
said he originally heard about the CHDS
Master’s program from a fire chief at a
Miami fire department and applied for
that program. It was through that process
that Louis said he learned about the
Emergence Program and applied for it as
well, and was accepted.
Louis described the Emergence
program as a “tremendous experience”
that taught him to “expand my global
perspective and vision.”
Now, he said, he’s considering applying to
the CHDS Executive Leaders Program. n

Hialeah Fire Department
Pumper Truck
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Emergence Alumni Making a Difference

TAPPING MICROSOFT TEAMS APP
FOR INFORMATION-SHARING
BY JIM JOHNSON

W

ashington D.C. Metropolitan
Police Department Ofcrs.
Maria Leon and Jessica Navarro
had seen too many examples in their
career of potentially crucial crime-solving
intelligence falling through the cracks.
So when the two Crime Suppression
Team officers saw an opportunity in
the Center for Homeland Defense and
Security’s Emergence Program to propose
a way to improve information access in
their police department, they jumped at
the chance.
Leon and Navarro worked on an
Emergence change initiative entitled “Using
Microsoft Teams to Facilitate Information
Sharing” which is already being used by
hundreds of Metro PD officers.
“Basically, in my department,
communicating and sharing information
with each other is a challenge,” Leon said.

JESSICA NAVARRO
Police Officer, Metropolitan
Police Department
Emergence 2102

MARIA LEON
Police Officer, Metropolitan Police Department
Emergence 2102

Navarro noted that previously
intelligence was being forwarded
through email and then posted on a
non-searchable report, which led to
information going unnoticed.
After authoring their proposal, Leon
and Navarro took their idea to a Metro
PD department commander, who they
said gave them the go-ahead
and instant access to the
department’s existing Microsoft
Teams account. It turned out
the Microsoft Teams program
was already in use by Metro
PD department executives, but
had not yet been available to
investigators and patrol
officers.
The pair said they also
reached out to Metro
PD technology staff
and Microsoft Teams
representatives, who Leon
described as “very, very
interested” in helping
implement the proposal.
According to Leon,
there are already 300-400

Metro PD officers using the Microsoft
Teams platform that had never used it
before, and she said she’s hoping that
number will get even larger.
“We ran with it,” she said.
As an example of the Microsoft Teams
platform’s efficiency, Leon said the ability
to post information online about a vehicle
involved in a homicide or carjacking
is much quicker and more efficient
than relying on an already overworked
dispatcher’s description. “The goal,” she
said, “is not to bypass the dispatchers but
to avoid taking up as much of their time.”
Navarro said there was some initial
resistance to trying a new approach, and
that remains a challenge going forward.
“It’s there, and now it’s about getting buyin,” she said. “Change is hard.”
At the same time, she noted that Metro
PD is already moving toward better digital
accessibility.
In addition, Leon and Navarro are
already briefing new Police Academy
recruits on the Microsoft Teams program
so they will be ready to use it when they
become active police officers.
As for the CHDS Emergence
experience, Leon said it led to “personal
growth” in her career.
“I was one of those who didn’t ask for
help,” she said. CHDS “forced me to ask
for guidance from superiors. It was a nice
growing moment to understand that help
is there.”
Navarro said the process of pursuing
the Emergence change initiative brought
her into contact with a range of different
divisions, agencies, and officials that she
had never before encountered, and she
said that has led to her being invited to
work on a different Metro PD project. n

“The goal is not to bypass the dispatchers but
to avoid taking up as much of their time.”
— MARIA LEON
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CHDS ALUM RAMSEY RIDES RAPID RISE
TO TOP OF CBP ADMINISTRATION

R

ising from a newly minted
government employee to the top
administrator at the U.S. Customs
and Border Patrol’s National Border
Security Intelligence Watch in fewer than a
dozen years has been a surprise for Center
for Homeland Defense and Security Master’s
Program alum Kimberly Ramsey.
And she’s crediting CHDS with helping her
prepare for taking a leadership role so soon.
Ramsey, who started at USCBP as a
contractor in 2008 before transitioning to
a federal government employee in 2010, is
currently serving a 240-day assignment as
the Acting Executive Director of the National
Border Security Intelligence Watch Directorate
after being appointed as a Deputy Executive
Director for the agency in June last year.
“I always knew I wanted to be in
leadership, but never envisioned myself being
where I am this early in my career,” Ramsey
said. “I’d credit my success to preparation.
I tell people all the time that success is
found at the intersection of preparation and
opportunity. [CHDS] gave me the tools to
prepare for future leadership opportunities.”
As Acting Executive Director, Ramsey
provides executive leadership with aroundthe-clock threat monitoring and situational
awareness of all USCBP operations. She
oversees two divisions, including the
Indications and Warnings Division and the
Joint PED Operations (JPOC) Division, and
six branches. She is described as an “awardwinning, innovative leader with diverse
senior-level experience” at USCBP.
Ramsey earned her CHDS Master’s
degree in 2017 as part of Master’s cohort
1505/1506, and calls it a “life-changing”
experience. She said she didn’t know what to
expect when she joined the CHDS Master’s
program while serving as the JPOC branch
chief, but when she looked to her “formal
and informal mentors, CHDS was always
the common denominator.”
“Little did I know how impactful and lifechanging CHDS would be,” she said. “CHDS
provided me with the ability to implement
strategy and policy at scale, execute a wholeof-government response to crises, and the
expanded network needed to do so.”
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Ramsey receives a 2017 Unity of Effort Award during the Department
of Homeland Security Secretary Award Ceremony

Ramsey and staff with COVID-19 U.S. Customs and Border Patrol
employee safety kits in 2020

According to Ramsey, she was able to
implement the lessons learned at CHDS
quickly when responding to a number
of challenges at her agency including
the 2018 Migrant Crisis, 2019 Hurricane
Dorian, and the 2020-21 COVID-19
Pandemic Response.

“Little did I know how impactful
and life-changing CHDS would be.
CHDS provided me with the ability
to implement strategy and policy at
scale, execute a whole-of-government
response to crises, and the expanded
network needed to do so.”
— KIMBERLY RAMSEY

In addition, she said findings from her
CHDS Master’s thesis, “Policy Challenges
and Considerations: Developing a U.S.
Customs and Border Protection ISR
Strategy to Promote Integration, Innovation,
and Agility,” have since been used to
promote the CBP’s Intelligence Enterprise

Collection Management Tool, integration of
the Intelligence Community Research and
Development sensors, and the leveraging of
start-up companies to promote agility in the
acquisitions process.
Ironically, Ramsey said she was ready to quit
during the first CHDS Master’s in-residence
session, walking out of class after longtime
Master’s faculty member Chris Bellavita
“challenged me in ways that I had never been.
“What I didn’t realize at the time was
that [Bellavita] was just forcing me out of
my comfort zone so that I could grow,” she
said. “Being an intelligence analyst and
an executive briefer, I wasn’t used to that.
Today, I welcome folks to challenge me in
the same way.”
While Ramsey described the CHDS
instructor cadre as “phenomenal,” she said
Bellavita stood out.
Ramsey said her message to fellow
CHDS alumni is “thank you for all you
do. No matter the time of day, you always
answer my calls. The friendships we’ve built
are irreplaceable.”
And to those homeland security
professionals who are thinking about
applying, she advised them to “trust the
process. Push out all doubt and embrace
each experience with an open mind.”
During her tenure with USCBP, Ramsey
has served as Director of the Current and
Emerging Threats Division; Branch Chief of
the JPOC; Full Motion Video Analyst at the
Air and Marines Operations Center; Targeting
Intelligence Analyst for the National Security
Threat Analysis Branch; and, Senior Watch
Officer for the Commissioner’s Situation
Room and Intelligence Watch. n
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CHDS ALUM CUNNINGHAM EXCELS IN
BALANCING BUSY PUBLIC, PRIVATE LIFE

W

hen it comes to work-life
balance, Dr. Carol Cunningham
has taken it to a whole new level.
The first Black female State Medical
Director for emergency medical services
(EMS) in the nation, who works as a
board-certified emergency physician at
Cleveland Clinic Akron General, served as
the site co-medical director of the federalsupported mass vaccination clinic at the
Wolstein Center in Cleveland’s response
to the COVID-19 pandemic and is an
associate professor of emergency medicine
at Northeast Ohio Medical University, is
also a working back-up singer and a Board
of Trustees and charter member of the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum, where
she serves on a committee that oversees the
Hall’s annual induction ceremony.
The Center for Homeland Defense and
Security alum (Executive Leaders Program
cohort 1101) has been invited to the White
House several times and met President
George W. Bush in the Oval Office, and
former Secretary of State Condoleeza
Rice, who is a fellow Cleveland Browns
fan, at a private luncheon during the
NCAA’s March Madness tournament, and
has also hung out with the likes of Jefferson
Airplane’s Grace Slick and The Supremes’
Mary Wilson.
And her beloved 44-year-old teddy bear,
Maynard, who is named after jazz trumpeter
Maynard Ferguson and accompanies the
lifelong bachelorette nearly everywhere,
shares in every accomplishment.
Through it all, Cunningham stays firmly
grounded in the unforgettable advice from
her hero and late father, Percy Cunningham.
To wit, “No. 1, you have to put people first.
Have a positive impact on people and don’t
try to be famous.”
Describing herself as an “adult version
of a hyperactive kid,” Cunningham said
she thrives on the demands of both her
groundbreaking career and extracurricular
activities, particularly music.
“I hate to be bored,” she said.
In a recent email, Cunningham noted the
importance of “encouraging our colleagues
in government to embrace having a ‘flip side’
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to their professional duties as it provides a
healthy and essential balance to life.”
Despite her many and varied career
accomplishments, Cunningham still
regularly works lengthy emergency
department shifts, and that intensified
during the recent Omicron-driven
COVID-19 surge when she covered for
a staff thinned by three doctors out on
maternity leave by working Thanksgiving
and Christmas. She sometimes works
for two weeks straight while navigating a
three-hour roundtrip commute and a few
hours of sleep. And all that is in addition
to the demands of her position as the State
Medical Director for the Ohio Department
of Public Safety, Division of EMS, which she
has filled since 2004.

Cunningham noted the importance
of “encouraging our colleagues
in government to embrace having
a ‘flip side’ to their professional
duties as it provides a healthy and
essential balance to life.”
The state medical director position is
contracted and budgeted for 40 hours a
month, but she said it takes far more of a
commitment in time and effort than that,
and the program budget regularly falls
short. But she described the position as the
“least paid and most impactful” of any she
has held.
She has also served on national advisory
bodies including the National EMS Advisory
Council, and remains in active service with
the Department of Homeland Security’s
Science and Technology Directorate’s First

Responder Resource Group and the Board
of Directors of the Committee for Tactical
Emergency Casualty Care.
Cunningham was the first woman
to receive the American Academy of
Emergency Medicine’s James Keaney
Leadership Award, and recently was selected
as the 2021 Distinguished Alumni Award
recipient of her medical school alma mater,
the University of Cincinnati College of
Medicine, and as the 2022 Women of
Achievement Award honoree from Lakeland
Community College where she serves as
medical director for the school’s EMT and
paramedic programs.
While she has excelled in her profession,
Cunningham says music is as much of
a passion and calls it “one of the top
influences in my life.”
“Music,” she said, “is my fuel.”
Cunningham said she started learning
to play piano at the age of four and she’s
been involved with music ever since. She
played clarinet in elementary school, played
in a jazz ensemble and in her high school
marching band, and says she “can’t imagine
life without” that experience.
While attending Case Western Reserve
University, Cunningham played keyboards
professionally and also worked as a DJ
at Cleveland’s 2 No. rock and roll radio
station, interviewing The Police during
their first U.S. tour.
In the 1990s, Cunningham helped get a
petition signed to locate the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame and Museum in Cleveland
and attended the September 1995 ribboncutting as a charter Donor Circle member,
which she said required her to scrimp and
save to afford the membership dues. She
became a member of the Hall’s Board of
Trustees and said the “parties are great” but
she’s proudest of the Hall’s global support
for school music programs including her
involvement with “Toddler Rock,” which
includes her own personal Career Day
presentations to Cleveland-area elementary
schools that combine both emergency
medicine and music.
Cunningham, who serves on the Hall’s
Education Committee, calls it “one of the

From left, Ohio Emergency Management Director Sima Merick
and Brig. Gen. Rebecca O’Connor, Ohio Air National Guard Chief of Staff,
with Cunningham and Maynard

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland, OH

Cunningham’s beloved teddy bear “Maynard”

Cunningham with Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum President
and CEO Greg Harris at an induction ceremony

Percy Cunningham jamming at Maynard’s House of Swing

most impactful public service” experiences
of her life on the flip side.
In addition, she serves on the Hall’s
Induction Host Committee and has been
to nearly every induction ceremony since
its inception including those held in Los
Angeles and New York.
And she describes herself as “so
passionate about music that it’s nothing for
me to fly across the country for a concert.”
Her passion and association with the Hall
have led her to rub elbows with many very
famous musicians, several of whom have
become treasured personal friends.
As a member of the Induction Host
Committee, Cunningham attends the
private Chairman’s Dinner and after-party
where she meets many of the inductees
and occasionally even drives them around
town or to the airport. She performed,
impromptu, at the 2021 Chairman’s Dinner
in the popular Garage exhibit space.
Her interest in contemporary art as a
collector introduced her to Slick, who
had created a piece of art that intrigued
Cunningham. When Cunningham asked to
discuss the piece, Slick called her. One thing
led to another and Slick, who had missed
joining the Cleveland Youth Orchestra’s
tribute to Jefferson Airplane following an
invitation from Cunningham, invited her as

a guest to a private lunch at her art show in
California. Cunningham flew to California
for lunch with Slick, gave her several deeply
appreciated items from the Rock Hall,
purchased a painting upon which Slick
personalized with a note on the back, and
took a red-eye flight to Washington, D.C.,
changing into a business suit at the airport
in advance of her morning meeting.
She’s also friends with another big
supporter of youth music education, jazz
musician Branford Marsalis, who once told
her the demise of publicly funded music and
art programs is having a devastating effect
on youth, particularly as evidenced by the
escalating incidence of gun violence. “When
you raise kids without culture,” he said, “it
should be no surprise that you end up with
uncultured adults.”
To that end, Cunningham created the
first endowed scholarship at her high school
alma mater, Maple Heights, and named it
the Melfi-Peck-Tate scholarship after her
high school marching and jazz band director,
philosophy teacher, and physics teacher,
respectively, to thank and honor them.
In addition to her groundbreaking
medical career and musical adventures,
Cunningham’s teddy bear, Maynard, is the
other great passion in her life. A gift for her
high school graduation, Maynard is a “really,

really special bear,” Cunningham said, who’s
considered a member of the family and
whose motto is, “Let’s make the world a
better place, one teddy bear at a time.”
A very pampered bear, Maynard gets a
“boys’ night out” on his birthday every June
that includes a private dugout suite at a
Cleveland Indians game (the baseball team
is now known as the Guardians).
But none of Cunningham’s
accomplishments would have been possible
without her Dad, she says. Her father,
an intensely patriotic Army veteran who
worked graveyard shifts, never missed one
of her recitals, she said, and taught her the
value of hard work, education, and public
service. She said one thing he never taught
his daughter was to think or say “I can’t.”
As a father, he never allowed anyone
to plant in his daughter’s mind a sense of
inferiority based upon race, gender, or other
factors, and he ensured that the bar for the
knowledge, capabilities, goals, and dreams
that she hoped to achieve had no limit,
Cunningham said. He infused her with a
spirit of empowerment that gave her wings
to fly anywhere with a heart overflowing
with courage, she added.
“People have said I’ve broken so many
glass ceilings,” Cunningham said. “It’s all
because of my Dad.” n
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Herrmann Hall, Naval Postgraduate School | Photo by Angi English, CHDS Alumna
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CENTER FOR HOMELAND DEFENSE
AND SECURITY MARKS 20 YEARS

or nearly two decades, the Center for
Homeland Defense and Security at
the Naval Postgraduate School has
served as the preeminent graduate-level
educational institution preparing the top
U.S. homeland security officials for any and
all threats to our nation’s well-being.
Twenty years after it was founded on April
17, 2002, CHDS stands as a monument
to the dedicated labors of a dozen or so
visionaries led by CHDS’ founding director
Paul Stockton, all of whom realized the
value of such an institution when the very
concept of homeland security was still in
its infancy and worked relentlessly to see
it come to fruition, as well as those many
others who have worked over the past two
decades to make it grow and evolve with
homeland security itself, and those who will
shepherd it into the future.
As CHDS marks its 20th anniversary,
we revisit the founding of the institution
and its early years, the Center’s growth and
evolution over the years, and what we can
expect for the future in a three-part series,
also available online at chds.us, along with
a trove of archival photos and documents
marking the passage of time.
Today, CHDS operates on a multimilliondollar annual budget, offering an
ever-evolving and growing number of
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homeland security educational programs
and resources to a range of agencies and
organizations at the federal, state, local,
territorial, tribal, and private levels,
including the Master’s Degree Program for
mid- to senior-level officials, the Executive
Leaders Program for senior executives, the
Emergence Program for those in the first

CHDS also “changed adult learning
writ large,” with its groundbreaking
hybrid model combining short,
two-week, in-residence sessions with
months of remote online instruction.
— GLEN WOODBURY
CHDS DIRECTOR

half of their career, as well as Executive
Education, Radiological Emergency
Preparedness, and Pacific Executive
Leaders Programs. In addition,
CHDS is also home to the University
and Agency Partnership Program,
Homeland Security Digital Library,
Self-Study Courses, Homeland
Security Affairs Journal, Pracademic
Affairs Journal, and a thriving
Alumni Network. And, it has done so
at no cost to participants.

CHDS now boasts more than 3,000 alumni
from the full range of homeland security and
public safety disciplines and jurisdictions
across the country, who have completed the
Center’s educational programs.
CHDS Director Glen Woodbury, who
has been at the Center’s helm for 15 years
since 2007 and began working at CHDS
after graduating from its inaugural Master’s
program cohort, said its success has been
realized in several key areas.
That includes the ability to bring
together multiple jurisdictions,
academics, and practitioners
who hadn’t worked together
before in one place under
a common purpose, and
spurring collaboration,
coordination, and

CHDS Director
Glen Woodbury

synchronization at a
policy and strategy
level by bringing
them all into the
conversation, which he
noted is “now commonplace
but was pretty novel” when the
Center was founded.
CHDS also “changed adult learning
writ large,” Woodbury said, with its
groundbreaking hybrid model combining
short, two-week, in-residence sessions
with months of remote online instruction,
which he said was done out of necessity
in order to attract the senior-level people
who couldn’t simply take months away
from their jobs to attend the Center’s
programs. “Remote learning is common
now," Woodbury said, but not when the
Center began the practice nearly two
decades ago. As part of the hybrid model,
CHDS also developed its digital library,
which Woodbury said spawned the
University and Agency Program due to the
accessibility of so much material.
And CHDS, as a government and taxpayerfunded institution, was not beholden to the
demands of tuition costs and endowments
like typical secondary education programs,
Woodbury said, offering the Center both the
freedom to experiment with and develop
whatever educational programs and other
resources it deemed valuable, and the
responsibility to share everything it developed
with other institutions including some who
used the information to develop their own
homeland security educational programs.
“We created our own competition,” he said.
But CHDS current success could hardly
have been predicted at its founding, which
occurred just months after 9/11 even before
the creation of the Department of Homeland
Security and before the term “homeland
security” had even been fully defined.
While Congressional commissions had
previously recommended education and
training for first responders and emergency
managers in preparation for a terrorist
attack, and Stockton—then the NPS Dean
of the School for International Studies—
was already working on a graduate-level
educational program for weapons of
mass destruction at NPS before 9/11. The
September 11, 2001, attacks served as the
real catalyst for the institution’s founding.
On Sept. 12, 2001, Stockton said, he was
called into NPS provost Adm. Richard

Stockton, who had previously worked on
Capitol Hill as a U.S. Senate staffer, said he
was introduced by his friend Walker, a former
Army Undersecretary, to Morhard, the lead
staffer on the U.S. Senate appropriations
committee at the time who would eventually
write funding for the Center into legislation
and bring in the Department of Justice’s
Office for Domestic Preparedness Director
Curtis “Butch” Straub and Deputy Director
Andy Mitchell, who Stockton said were also
of “foundational importance,” and their office
eventually provided $15 million in start-up
funding for CHDS.
Walker, a longtime CHDS subject
matter expert, was “very far-sighted and
understood the need for a domestic element
of homeland security,” Stockton said, and
proved to be a key supporter.
And Stockton said Suiter, the emergency
Plumes of smoke billow from the World Trade Center towers during the
management legend, was instrumental in
September 11 attacks | Photo by Michael Foran
“building the understanding that statelocal-tribal-territorial capacity against
all-hazards” was essential. Suiter understood
the “important role” of state Governors and
county administrators in homeland security,
and was “invaluable as a source of wisdom.”
Stockton said many others provided key
contributions to the Center’s founding,
creation, and success, including Elster, who
brought in the Department of the Navy to
help bridge the gap between the Department
of Defense, state and
local leadership, and
FEMA; then-chair of the
CHDS’ founding director Paul Stockton leads first class
Department of National
of graduates on June 18, 2004
Security Affairs at NPS
Jim Wirtz, who “kept us
Elster’s office and was told that
academically grounded”;
he was fired as the Dean of SIGS
former CHDS executive
and his new job was to create
director Ted Lewis,
a graduate-level educational
who “built the Master’s
program for homeland security.
degree program focused
Stockton said he believed that Glen Woodbury marching at first MA graduation
on inquiry and research,” and was a key
many in U.S. government had overlooked
figure as former head of the NPS Computer
the terrorist threat, including NPS, and
Science Department in developing CHDS’
he as a member of the faculty shared
hybrid remote learning model; longtime
that responsibility. Everyone, he said,
CHDS instructor Chris Bellavita, who
was playing catch-up after 9/11, adding
with Lewis helped develop the Master’s
to the urgency for the new program, so
program as “faculty innovators”; NPS
he immediately went to work acquiring
Judge Advocate General Don Lincoln, who
funding and creating CHDS.
helped navigate immense legal hurdles
According to Stockton, he benefited
including the challenge of allowing public
from the efforts of three “main sources of
intellectual firepower” in the fledgling days of officials to enroll in a program at a military
institution like NPS; as well as former Chief
the institution, including Jim Morhard, Mike
Executive Officer and long-time instructor
Walker, and Lacy Suiter, whom he credited
David O’Keeffe, and Woodbury who he said
with “building the whole CHDS team.”
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CHDS Marks 20 Years continues
both did a “great job” growing the
institution over the years.
Many of those early contributors
have their names affixed to a plaque
in the hallway at CHDS dedicated
to winners of the Founders Award,
which also includes leaders such as
Bill Kelley, Bill Pelfrey, Bob Ord, and
Darrell Darnell.
All that leadership and expertise,
Stockton said, made his job much easier.
“I was born on third base,”
Stockton said. “We had so many
building blocks. I had access to all
the expertise I could want. It just took a
little finagling.” And he said it took all that
talent to create an educational program in
such a brand-new discipline, homeland
security, and do so essentially at the same
time as running it.
“We had to build the plane while flying
it,” he said. “There weren’t any textbooks
[for homeland security].”
Walker said CHDS benefitted from
a moment in time, noting that before
9/11 the major concern was getting the
counterterrorism issue the “attention
it deserved” and after the devastating
attacks, no one was questioning the need.
“The early history at CHDS is in some
ways about being in the right place at the
right time,” he said, noting that previous
commissions had recognized the threat
but it was considered controversial. “After
9/11, there was no more controversy.”
Walker said “literally days after 9/11,”
Morhard told him there was going to
be an enormous funding stream and
asked how Stockton’s WMD educational
proposal could be expanded to cover the
broader homeland security issue. “What
began as a narrow focus on a WMD
master’s program evolved into a fullblown homeland security center.”
Walker pointed out that Stockton’s
original request for a few million increased
exponentially and he began “building
a world-class program” that included a
homeland security digital library at NPS,
the first of its kind.
While Stockton prefers to credit
everyone else for the CHDS success story,
the other founding fathers insist he was the
key to its creation.
Lewis, who was the second person
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From left: CHDS founders Robert Ord, Ted Lewis,
and Paul Stockton, with Glen Woodbury

Mike Walker
Lacy Suiter

Jim Morhard
Stan McKinney

Jim Wirtz
Bill Kelley

hired at CHDS after Stockton and became
executive director, calls him a “political
genius,” adding that Stockton “knew how
to bend the rules and get things done,”
noting that it was his idea to hire an outside
contractor to run the CHDS operation,
which was not previously allowed at NPS.
As a deputy provost at NPS, Stockton’s
job was to find “new business” and fend off
BRAC efforts to cut or close the educational
program, Lewis said, and 9/11 was
“serendipity” for CHDS and its funding.
Lewis said he started out simply helping

Stockton understand how a budget
spreadsheet worked after hearing
him talking in the room next door at
NPS, then ended up helping create
the entire Master’s Program. He
said he and Stockton were in-synch
and “understood the culture of
innovation and how important it was
to establish that culture early on.
“We were creating a curriculum
for a discipline that didn’t exist,”
Lewis said. “That was motivation. If
we ran it like a typical educational
program, it wouldn’t have worked.”
Lewis said the challenge of
creating a brand-new curriculum
and establishing a culture of
innovation spawned many cutting-edge
concepts, including the use of hybrid
instruction, combining cohorts during
classes so two instructors could enhance
the quality of the instruction, and
experimentation was encouraged.
“The instruction was incredible,”
Lewis said. “People were not afraid
to experiment. I think that’s the main
contribution of CHDS, that leanforward attitude.”
In addition, Lewis said CHDS assigned
a thesis advisor to each student “from the
get-go” so they could track and advise on
thesis projects from day one, and get them
thinking clearly and developing their
projects early on rather than in a year or
two as is typical in academia.
And, Lewis said, Stockton was a “hard
ass when it came to quality,” and brought
in the highest quality instructors and
subject matter experts.
Meanwhile, Bellavita is credited with
reorienting the CHDS Master’s Program
from “note-taking and test-taking” to
critical thinking and “thinking more
deeply about solutions to problems.”
Veteran university educator Bill Pelfrey,
who spent a decade as an outside monitor
at CHDS, said Bellevita is “the best I ever
saw,” noting his use of the Socratic method
to get students to justify and support their
conclusions with evidence.
“The day you all lose Chris Bellavita is the
(start of the) countdown,” he said. “Somebody
better be ready to turn out the lights.”
Wirtz said Stockton’s “real talent was to
sense an opportunity and a need, and he
could fill it.” While technically in charge
of the CHDS program as department
chair, Wirtz said his real role was helping

CHDS TIMELINE
1st National Capital Region cohort launched

First Master’s Degree (MA) cohort began classes
First issue of Homeland
Security Affairs (HSA)
journal published

HSA

First MET seminar conducted in
New Hampshire

APRIL 2002

2002

HSDL opened access to
all government, military,
academic, and select
private sector organizations

2004
2003

CHDS established - Congress & DOJ
partnered with NPS to establish
a national homeland security
educational institution

Glen Woodbury
becomes CHDS Director

2006
2005

UAPI

2007

First non-credit online
self-study course available

University Agency Partnership
Initiative (UAPI) launched

Homeland Security Digital
Library (HSDL) established as
first repository for homeland
security documents

shepherd the new institution through the
NPS bureaucracy. “I really allowed them (to
create and run the program),” he said.
He said he was aware Stockton had been
working on a graduate-level program for
some time. Then, Wirtz said, “after 9/11,
Stockton comes back and said I have funding
for homeland security education, and we all
asked, ‘What the hell is homeland security?’
“I can’t exaggerate how new [homeland
security education] was,” Wirtz said. “We
had nothing—no articles, no books, no
nothing. We built the program one course
at a time while it was going.”
Wirtz said the hybrid instruction model

Executive Leaders Program
(ELP) launched

“I can’t exaggerate how new
[homeland security education] was.
We had nothing—no articles, no books,
no nothing. We built the program one
course at a time while it was going.”
— JIM WIRTZ
FORMER NPS DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL
SECURITY AFFAIRS CHAIRMAN AND
CHDS CO-FOUNDER

was the most innovative part of the Master’s
Program, noting “there was no Zoom in
2000,” and crediting Lewis as the “genius
who did all this” remote online learning.

Longtime CHDS instructor Stan
McKinney, who would end up running the
CHDS Executive Education and Mobile
Education Team programs for a decade and
now teaches the REP, said he was one of the
first people to meet with Stockton about
the CHDS concept when he was working at
DOJ/ODP, and worked closely with Straub,
Mitchell, and his close friend Suiter, and
helped recruit the first Master’s cohort.
“If not for Paul Stockton, CHDS
probably never would have existed,”
McKinney said, calling Stockton an “idea
guy, very intellectual,” while also praising
Lewis and Bellavita as “very instrumental
WATERMARK SUMMER 2022 |
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TIMELINE CONTINUED
CHDS produced its 1st alumni
magazine issue, Watermark

FEMA Subject Matter Expert
(SME) program launched

First member of a tribal nation
attends Master’s Program

First Annual Leadership Symposium
with the International Association
of Emergency Managers (IAEM)

Fusion Center Leaders
Program (FCLP) launched

2008

2011
2010

2014

2016

2012

First four-week EMI
Program launched

Five Regional alumni
chapters are established
UAPI launched first website
created for HS educators

2015
More than 1,000
officials have graduated
from CHDS programs

More than 2,000 officials have
graduated from CHDS programs

100th MET seminar conducted
Pacific Executive Leaders
Program (PELP) launched

CHDS Marks 20 Years continues
on the academic side.” Pelfrey said
Stockton was a unique success at creating
CHDS because he could “talk folks into
doing whatever he wanted.”
Before 9/11, Pelfrey said he had been
working with his friend Straub on a review
of a WMD education program proposed by
Stockton, and by August 2001 had developed
a training strategy for WMD education
and training. Then, he said, 9/11 happened
and “everything changed.” His project was
embargoed until it could be determined
what information could be released, and by
the following year he had been assigned to
CHDS as an outside program monitor.
Pelfrey, who had already worked for
more than a half dozen universities, said
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Radiological Emergency Preparedness
Program (REP) launched

he was initially skeptical about the chances
for CHDS’ success and said he expected it
to be a “boondoggle,” resistant to change,
including the recommendations of an
outside monitor. But he ended up staying
for ten years, and is generally credited with
improving the institution through constant
feedback and recommendations.
“But NPS’ reputation won the day, and
my fears were allayed,” he said. “I’ve been at
a lot of universities, but I’ve never been at an
institution as long as I was at NPS.”
Ord, the Dean of SIGS at NPS, said
Stockton “started with a blank sheet of
paper,” but Ord recognized immediately
there was “obvious value” and said he talked
up the CHDS program to everyone he met
in Washington D.C., “including the janitor.”
“I saw the value because nothing
existed to serve the need that we all saw

to educate first responders, federal, state,
and local,” Ord said. “But I also realized
we couldn’t really create the program out
of whole cloth and we needed to use NPS
[resources]. My style of leadership was to
bring in the best people and give them the
resources and let them do their job. It was
not the hardest organization to create. It
was such a difficult time for our country,
and we didn’t have to convince people [of
the need].”
By 2003, CHDS was ready to hold its
Master’s Degree program inauguration
on the NPS Herrmann Hall Quarterdeck
on Jan. 6. The event featured remarks by
NPS Superintendent Rear Adm. David
Ellison, NPS Dean of SIGS Ord, Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations Vice Adm. Kevin
Green, Office of the Secretary of Defense
representative Pete Verga, Department of

Emergence Program launched for next generation
of leaders to critically think about Homeland
Security, explore emerging trends, and initiate
change in themselves and their organization

Advanced Thinking in Homeland
Security (HSx) launched with a
“think tank” of alumni tackling
complex problems

CHDS receives the 2021 Excellence in
Homeland Security Education Platinum
Award from American Security Today

CHDS surpasses 3,000 total
alumni across all programs

K-12 School Shooting Database presentation
for the staff of the U.S. Senate Homeland
Security and Government Affairs Appropriations
Committee in Washington, D.C.

2018

CHDS receives an international marketing
award for 2020 edition of its digital/print
alumni magazine Watermark from
Content Marketing Institute

2020
2019

2017

2021

HSDL launches the COVID-19
Resource Archive
2nd annual Emergence cohort
added due to demand

EEP

2022
31st regional alumni
chapter is established

Executive Education
Program (EEP) total
participants & online
viewers reaches 40,000

Executive Education
Program (EEP) launched
with PELP, REP, HSx, and
UAPI under its umbrella

CHDS celebrates 20 years
of educating the homeland
security community

First monthly Alumni Hour debuts as
a virtual discussion of current issues

Justice Office of Domestic Preparedness
Director Mitchell, and U.S. Rep. Sam Farr, as
well as Stockton and all fourteen members
of CHDS’ inaugural Master’s Degree
Program class.
Listed as program sponsors or sources of
policy guidance were the N3/N5 OPNAV,
the Department of Justice’s Office for
Domestic Preparedness, the U.S. Northern
Command, and the Office of the Secretary
of Defense.
Press reports from the event noted
CHDS was a partnership between
the Department of Defense and the
Department of Justice, and would “blend
civilian and military anti-terrorism
expertise” through its Master’s degree
program “designed for experts.”
Course topics included critical
infrastructure protection, scrutiny of

wireless network vulnerabilities, militarycivilian relations, the use of software decoys
and other technology, and the use of a
computer program simulating a fictional
port city of 675,000 people with a nuclear
power plant named San Luis Rey with
software allowing students to “respond to
everything from data system attacks on
the plant to a smallpox breakout among
airplane passengers who landed in the city,”
according to the San Jose Mercury News.
The press also noted the “high-ranking
government officials and military brass”
who attended the ceremony, noting the
importance of increasing cooperation
between military and civilian leaders was
“breaking new, potentially sensitive ground.”
Inauguration day was also the first day
of class for the pilot Master’s cohort, which
included Woodbury, then the Director of

the Washington State Military Department’s
Emergency Management Division; Ellen
Gordon, then the Iowa State Emergency
Management Administrator and Homeland
Security Advisor; and Charles English,
Robert Flowers, Christopher Hetherington,
Susan Jones-Hard, Scott Behunin, Scott
Breor, Gerry Charlton, Vincent Doherty,
Nachelle Wilkinson, Thomas Richardson,
Michael Weinlein, and Lisa Courtney. The
cohort included four military officers and
ten civilian officials, all of them executivelevel leaders.
Shortly after the CHDS inauguration
ceremony, CHDS also began conducting
Mobile Education Team operations in
January 2003 by visiting state capitals
around the nation to educate governors
and their cabinets and staff about terrorism
prevention and response. n
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Herrmann Hall, Naval Postgraduate School | Photo by Angi English, CHDS Alumna

CHDS SET EARLY STANDARD FOR
TWO DECADES OF EXCELLENCE

W

hen the original Center for
Homeland Defense and Security
Master’s Program cohort
met for the first time in January 2003, it
was anything but a typical collection of
graduate-level students. The baker’s dozen
of students who started the inaugural
Master’s Program was already accomplished
in a wide range of fields, all of them seniorlevel leaders.
The pilot Master’s cohort included current
CHDS Director Glen Woodbury, then the
Director of the Washington State Military
Department’s Emergency Management
Division; recently retired CHDS Executive
Leaders Program director and first Butch
Straub Award Winner Ellen Gordon,
who was then the Iowa State Emergency
Management Administrator and Homeland
Security Advisor; and a combination
of four military officers and ten civilian
officials including Charles English, Robert
Flowers, Christopher Hetherington, Susan
Jones-Hard, Scott Behunin, Scott Breor,
Gerry Charlton, Vincent Doherty, Nachelle
Wilkinson, Thomas Richardson, Michael
Weinlein, and Lisa Courtney.
Dubbed “guinea pigs,” they were
handpicked for their experience and
perspective and were expected to serve as
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sounding boards for the educational format
and curriculum being created on the fly
in a discipline still largely being created:
homeland security.
CHDS founder Paul Stockton said the
original Master’s cohort was intentionally
filled with those who had already advanced
well into their careers in an effort to test the
CHDS program’s concepts on them and solicit

CHDS founder Paul Stockton said
the original Master’s cohort was
intentionally filled with those who
had already advanced well into
their careers in an effort to test
the CHDS program’s concepts on
them and solicit feedback.
feedback. Stockton said the cohort members
were not traditional graduate students and
getting their heads around the graduate-level
curriculum was an “incredible challenge.”
Ultimately, he said, he and the CHDS faculty
ended up learning as much from the cohort
members as they did from the instructors.
The give-and-take between faculty and
cohort, the flexibility to consider and accept

new ideas, and the dedication to developing
an educational program, as well as the
relationships that were formed during that
first cohort as a precursor to the institution’s
now far-reaching alumni network, all
arguably set the standard by which CHDS
would expand and evolve over the two
decades since its founding.
At the same time, in January 2003, the
CHDS Mobile Education Team (MET
Program) began visiting state capitals
across the nation to educate governors and
their cabinets and staff about terrorism
prevention and response, the first national
outreach effort that has resulted in a canopy
of educational programs and alumni
encompassing our nation and its territories.
In the second part of a three-part series
marking the 20th anniversary of CHDS’
official founding in April 2002, that is also
published online at chds.us, we will take a
look at the Center’s growth and evolution
over the years including in its educational
programs and resources.
Woodbury, who became the Center’s
director in 2007, said CHDS evolved from
a “start-up, not just finding but creating a
niche” with a focus on terrorism in the wake
of 9/11 to a more established institution
with a broader view of homeland security,

Paul Stockton gets ready to teach 0301 students

Early classes at CHDS moved around the NPS campus

as the discipline itself evolved along with its
educational demands.
While Woodbury said the debate over
what constituted homeland security
began even before Hurricane Katrina, the
high-profile disaster and the response to
it prompted what he called a “watermark
shift” in the homeland security enterprise
including the Department of Homeland
Security, resulting in a focus on a broader
range of threats to public safety and wellbeing from terrorism to natural disasters,
border issues, civil unrest, pandemics, cybersecurity, climate change, and the whole range
of challenges now addressed under homeland
security writ large. That spurred a shift in the
CHDS educational content and approach, as
well as outcomes, he said.
At the same time, CHDS’s funding and
support became more assured, Woodbury
said, and the Center was able to start
expanding its reach and scope.
“We made a shift from a start-up to
something more stable,” Woodbury said. “It
was less about our survival. Our infrastructure
and funding became more reliable. We started
looking at how to spread the word (about
CHDS’s education and resources) and how
to reach out to our partners to see what they
wanted. And we started shifting our programs
to what they wanted.”
From the pilot Master’s cohort and MET
program’s beginning in 2003, CHDS has
expanded over the years to offer a range
of educational programs including the
Executive Leaders Program, the Emergence
Program, the Executive Education Program,
the Pacific Executive Leaders Program,
the Radiological Emergency Preparedness

CHDS students challenge one another through debate and discussion

Executive Education Program, the
University and Agency Partnership Program
including the annual Educational Summit,
and a range of free, online Self-Study
Courses and other educational resources.
CHDS also established early on the
National Capital Region Master’s Program,
which currently conducts in-person
educational sessions in Potomac, MD.
In addition, the Center offers the
Homeland Security Digital Library and
Homeland Security Affairs Journal, and a
range of organizations and resources for its
3,000-plus alumni including the Alumni
Association, Regional Alumni chapters,
the annual Alumni Professional Exchange
(APEX) Continuing Education Workshop,
the monthly Alumni Hour webinar, and the
Watermark alumni magazine.

“We made a shift from a start-up to
something more stable. It was less
about our survival.”
— GLEN WOODBURY
CHDS DIRECTOR

Gordon, who along with Woodbury
would sign on with CHDS just months after
completing the Master’s program, said the
Department of Justice’s Bill Kelley made it
clear when he invited her to join the Master’s
pilot cohort that she and her cohortians
would be expected to help build the program,
including creation of the curriculum. She
said she “didn’t think twice” about accepting
the invitation even though she knew it would
involve a lot of work while she was still
leading a state emergency services program.

The work, she said, was worth it.
“It was a true honor to be part of the first
cohort,” Gordon said. “Everyone in the room
had such a high level of expertise. I learned
so much from them—FDNY, NYPD, Coast
Guard. I made great lifelong friends and
many of us have stayed connected.”
Underscoring the exchange of ideas
encouraged during the first Master’s cohort,
Gordon became well-known for asking the
questions during class, “Why do we need
to know this?” and “Why should we care
about this?” A handful of members from that
original Master’s cohort who we spoke with
have similar memories about the experience.
Weinlein, now retired as FDNY Chief
of Special Operations, said he and FDNY
colleague Doherty came to CHDS together,
the first of what would turn out to be
scores of department officials who attended
CHDS over two decades as one of the most
active agency partners. He said FDNY had
already started an internal analysis on what
the department could improve in the wake
of 9/11 when hundreds of colleagues were
killed in the collapse of the World Trade
Center towers, and he said he knew our
nation needed to do something different
on homeland security and an education
on the topic sounded like an invaluable
opportunity. He said he remembers the close
bonds he formed with the cohort members,
the challenging nature of the course work
especially the thousands of pages of reading,
and the things he learned that would benefit
him for the rest of his career.
Jones-Hard, who was the only public
health representative in the first CHDS
Master’s cohort, joined the program
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Through the years CHDS has had many high-profile speakers,
like Secretary Janet Napolitano in 2013
CHDS in 2015 at the San Francisco Saint Patrick's Day Parade.

CHDS Early Standard continues
despite having a full-time job as a
Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment manager and an 18-month-old
toddler at home. She said she had no idea
what she was getting herself into, and the
cohort also often didn’t even know what
classroom they would be in at the Naval
Postgraduate School. However, JonesHard said the program’s “secret sauce”
was the faculty’s willingness to accept
feedback from the cohort members—who
she said weren’t shy about offering—and
incorporate that into the curriculum. “If
either group hadn’t had the willingness to
do that, it wouldn’t have worked,” she said,
adding that everyone genuinely liked each
other and spent time together even after
class, a tradition that endures to this day.
Hetherington, now retired from NYPD,
had been assigned as the department’s
homeland security liaison, and said he was
honored to be chosen for the original CHDS
Master’s program and impressed with
the accomplishments of his fellow cohort
members. “It was really quite a mix of
people, and there were people in class who
represented very powerful people,” he said,
adding that the “learning was really quite
fantastic” and that he ended up with a “very
nice second career” due to what he learned
in the homeland security and emergency
management areas.
English, who served as Director of
Operations for the Georgia State Emergency
Management Agency at the time and ended
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up leading that agency after graduating
from CHDS, said there were as many people
at the CHDS Master’s Program watching
the original cohortians as there were in the
cohort, all seeking feedback. He said he really
enjoyed all the instructors and what they
taught, noting that he learned about topics he
had never even considered studying.

“Every single person believed this was
going to improve homeland security,
and the students all represented agencies
who now have skin in the game.”
— HEATHER HOLLINGSWORTH ISSVORAN
CHDS DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

And Flowers, who was serving as the
Utah State Department of Public Safety
Commissioner, said he was impressed by the
experience and knowledge of both the CHDS
Master’s program faculty and his fellow
cohortians, and said he learned as much from
the latter as he did the former. “Everybody,”
he said, “took the program very seriously and
everyone was leaning forward.”
According to Stockton, CHDS’ students
played a vital role in the development of
the curriculum, especially the first cohort
with its senior-level perspective, and he
said he’s “enormously grateful” for their
contribution. Stockton said he stayed at
CHDS longer than he intended because
he “learned so much from the students.
The students educated each other and the
faculty. They were doing the hard work and
I was skimming the cream.”

He said he was satisfied that he left
the Center in very capable hands, citing
Woodbury and former Chief Executive
Officer and longtime faculty member David
O’Keeffe, which he said has been borne out
through the years since his exit. “There were
people waiting in the wings who could do a
better job than me,” he said.
Longtime CHDS leaders, including its
founders, faculty, and staff, are unanimous that
the institution’s culture was established early
on and has sustained it for the long haul.
CHDS Strategic Communications
Director Heather Hollingsworth Issvoran,
who started at the Center as a part-time
operations coordinator in 2003 before later
assuming several leadership roles at CHDS,
said the “overarching theme” has been the
belief in the institution’s mission and the
expectation to share what is being learned,
noting that the Center is legislatively
required to make all its resources available
to anyone who is interested across the whole
of government, academia, and the public.
“Every single person believed this was
going to improve homeland security, and
the students all represented agencies who
now have skin in the game,” Hollingsworth
Issvoran said. “It was a completely different
approach, for the first time on a local, state,
and federal level everyone was expected to
share. Everyone in leadership expected this
[interconnectedness] to make a difference.”
At the same time, Hollingsworth
Issvoran said, CHDS paired academic
professionals with senior-level practitioners
and encouraged academic innovation “to
meet the demands of high-speed, low-drag

Admiral Thad W. Allen in 2008 discusses Deepwater Horizon
after action
CHDS classroom circa 2007

students” who needed the time to think
about challenges outside of their everyday
emergency response jobs.
Hollingsworth Issvoran said longtime
CHDS Master’s Program faculty leader
Chris Bellavita’s motto, “Semper Gumby,”
summed up the Center’s educational
philosophy of always remaining flexible
toward changing trends and incorporating
all relevant feedback and input, as did the
mantra, “Ready, Fire, Aim.”
In addition, Hollingsworth Issvoran
praised a handful of people she said were
most responsible for CHDS’ culture of
innovation and dedication, including
Stockton, who “brought in people who were
smart and can-do”; CHDS co-founder Ted
Lewis, who brought the “entrepreneurial
spirit” encouraging innovation; O’Keeffe,
whose mantra was “the best idea wins;”
Bellavita, who was always asking “why
should we do these things” with regard
to the curriculum and instruction; and
Woodbury, who has provided steadfast
support for staff and instructors to
experiment and innovate.
Hollingsworth Issvoran, meanwhile,
built the CHDS recruitment strategy,
aggressively working with agencies to
build relationships, and created a Strategic
Communications team aimed at telling
the story of CHDS with data to prove
the Center’s ongoing relevance and
effectiveness, and she focused on CHDS
alumni while building the Center’s muchpraised alumni engagement strategy.
Veteran university educator Bill Pelfrey,
who served as an outside monitor at CHDS

for a decade, said the institution succeeded
because it “identified students who were
hungry to learn and identified people in
agencies that were open to change.”
CHDS itself “wouldn’t have succeeded if
it was not open to change,” he said, noting
that he ended up staying at CHDS longer
than any of the other more than half dozen
universities where he worked. “If it didn’t
continue to offer relevance and value it
would have died quickly. I’ve been at a lot
of universities, but I’ve never been at an
institution as long as I was at (CHDS).”

“We were creating a curriculum for
a discipline that didn’t exist. That
was motivation. The instruction was
incredible. People were not afraid to
experiment. I think that’s the main
contribution of CHDS, that leanforward attitude.”
— TED LEWIS
CHDS CO-FOUNDER AND
FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Lewis said the Center had a plethora of
dedicated people from leadership to staff,
including the contractors who ran the
institution. “They leaned forward because
Paul and I leaned forward,” Lewis said,
noting that the dedication and willingness
to innovate expressed itself in the
curriculum. “We were creating a curriculum
for a discipline that didn’t exist. That was
motivation. The instruction was incredible.
People were not afraid to experiment. I

think that’s the main contribution of CHDS,
that lean-forward attitude.”
Lewis said Stockton was a “hard ass”
for quality instruction, but everything else
was open to suggestion. He noted that
CHDS Master's classroom were divided
into two cohorts so there would be two
instructors for each class to enhance the
quality of instruction and present different
perspectives. Bellavita, he said, “reoriented”
the educational programs from “notetaking and test-taking to thinking more
deeply about solutions to problems.” And,
he said CHDS used an innovative approach
to Master’s thesis advising by assigning
an advisor immediately upon a student’s
commencement in class rather than waiting
until the end of class in an effort, credited to
longtime CHDS faculty member and advisor
Lauren Wollman, to “get them to think and
develop their thinking clearly” early on.
Lewis said CHDS brought on the highest
quality instructors and subject matter
experts in the field, and he was told that it
was easier to get a USC Ph.D. than a CHDS
Master’s degree. “It’s very gratifying as an
educator to get that kind of feedback.”
Former NPS chair of the Department of
National Security Affairs Jim Wirtz said
CHDS greatly benefitted from the shift in
the definition of homeland security and
what DHS was asked to cover and the
Center’s ability to adapt as well, morphing
from counterterrorism to an “all-threats
approach including more mundane, crossdisciplinary threats.
“That concept of homeland security is
why (CHDS) continues today,” Wirtz said.
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THE DEFINITION OF

HOMELAND SECURITY HAS DEVELOPED

WORLD
TRADE CENTER
BOMBING

9/11

HOMELAND
SECURITY ACT

HURRICANE
KATRINA

VIRGINIA TECH
SHOOTING

DEEPWATER
HORIZON
OIL SPILL

FEB. 26, 1993

SEPT. 11, 2001

NOV. 2002

AUG. 2005

APR. 16, 2007

APR.-SEPT. 2010

Islamic extremist
terrorists attacked the
World Trade Center
for the first time in
February 1993 when a
truck bomb exploded
below the North Tower
of the complex, killing
six people and injuring
more than 1,000.
About 50,000 people
were evacuated after
the explosion.

The September 11
attacks, commonly
known as 9/11, were
a series of four
coordinated suicide
terrorist attacks
carried out by the
militant Islamic
extremist network
al-Qaeda against
the United States.

Hurricane Katrina was
a large and destructive
Category 5 Atlantic
hurricane that caused
over 1,800 fatalities and
$125 billion in damage
in late August 2005,
especially in the city of
New Orleans and the
surrounding areas.

On April 16, 2007, at
the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State
University campus in
Blacksburg, Virginia,
a shooter killed 32
people and wounded
17 others with two
semi-automatic pistols.
Six others were injured
jumping out of windows
to escape.

An industrial disaster
that began on
April 20, 2010, in the
Gulf of Mexico on the
BP-operated Macondo
Prospect and is
considered to be the
largest marine oil spill
in the history of the
petroleum industry.

CHDS Early Standard continues
Meanwhile, the MET program—led
by CHDS founders Lacy Suiter and Stan
McKinney—was presenting to state governors
and other top state officials, and eventually
to city mayors and other local government
leaders, on the threat of terrorism including
information sourcing, crisis management, and
internal and external messaging.
The MET team had a lot of challenges to
overcome in the early days; first and foremost
was how to build the trust and credibility
needed for a governor to agree to convene
their cabinet for a half-day seminar on a topic
that few people understood. And second, to
identify and deliver compelling content that
mayors and governors did not even know
they needed to know. The solution was to
create realistic terrorist attack and natural
disaster scenarios that included customized
breaking news videos that put the seminar
attendees in the middle of an unfolding event
happening in their state and city.
The MET program built “very good
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Introduced after the 9/11
attacks, the Homeland
Security Act was signed into
law by President George
W. Bush in November
2002. HSA created the U.S.
Department of Homeland
Security and the position
of Secretary of Homeland
Security. It is the largest
federal government
reorganization since the
Department of Defense was
created in 1947.

exposure across the U.S.,” according to
McKinney. Not only was the MET team
helping the most senior local and state officials
to understand their new homeland security
roles and responsibilities, but they were able to
identify potential students and guest speakers
for the CHDS classroom programs.
McKinney would go on to lead the CHDS
Executive Education Program and the REP,
and still serves as director of the latter.
Gordon, who started her CHDS career
by working with McKinney in the MET
program and with Bellevita on the Master’s
Program’s Introduction to Homeland
Security course, would eventually go on to
oversee the ELP and the REP.
In 2003, CHDS hired Operations
Director John Mosbey, who described his
stint helping to establish the program by
hiring staff, creating budget documents,
and overseeing the implementation of the
strategic plan as “overwhelming, exciting,
drinking from the firehose kinds of things.”
Hollingsworth Issvoran took over for
Mosbey, who left in 2004, and brought
on longtime CHDS Operations Director

Homeland Security Digital Library Librarian
and National Treasure Greta Marlatt

Mark Fish as a part-time assistant before he
eventually replaced her when she assumed
her current communications role. Fish,
who has for years overseen CHDS logistics
related to faculty and student support
like classroom coordination, booking
flights and hotels, and handling travel

OVER THE PAST TWO DECADES BASED ON THE

EVOLVING THREATS TO OUR NATION:

2011 SUPER
OUTBREAK

HURRICANE
SANDY

SANDY HOOK
SHOOTING

BOSTON
MARATHON
BOMBING

FLINT
WATER CRISIS

OPM
DATA BREACH

APR. 2011

OCT.-NOV. 2012

DEC. 2012

APR. 15, 2013

2014-2019

MAR. 2014

The largest, costliest,
and one of the deadliest
tornado outbreaks
ever recorded, taking
place in the Southern,
Midwestern, and
Northeastern U.S. and
leaving catastrophic
destruction in its wake
resulting in nearly
300 fatalities, 3,100+
injuries, and $10.2
billion in damages.

The deadliest, most
destructive, and
strongest hurricane
of the 2012 Atlantic
hurricane season.
The storm inflicted
nearly $70 billion in
damage and killed 233
people across eight
countries from the
Caribbean to Canada.

reimbursement, said he has seen CHDS
“grow tremendously” over the past two
decades. He said the CHDS operations
staff was allowed to propose a wide range
of initiatives and projects, and then would
conduct what were dubbed “hot washes” to
see if the proposals worked. The freedom, he
said, was exhilarating and is the reason he
stayed at CHDS for so long.
In 2004, CHDS launched the University
and Agency Partnership Initiative (UAPI),
which Dr. Stan Supinski later grew into
national importance. UAPI was the
precursor to the University and Agency
Partnership Program, now run by Steve
Recca. The initiative was created to facilitate
sharing of CHDS’ educational resources and
show universities their value, Recca said.
“The idea was how do we create a
community of learning,” he said. UAPI
facilitated the growth of a network of
homeland security academic programs
around the country.
Recca said he spends months on the road
talking to various universities and sharing
everything from course content to videos

The Sandy Hook
Elementary School
shooting occurred on
December 14, 2012, in
Newtown, Connecticut,
when a 20-year-old
shot and killed 26
people. Twenty of the
victims were children
between six and seven
years old, and six were
adult staff members.

Domestic terrorist attack
that took place during
the Boston Marathon.
Two terrorists, who were
brothers, planted two
homemade bombs near
the finish line of the
race, killing three people
and injuring hundreds of
others, including 17 who
lost limbs.

The Flint water crisis
was a public health
crisis that started
in 2014 and lasted
until 2019, after the
drinking water for the
city of Flint, Michigan,
was contaminated
with lead and possibly
Legionella bacteria.

In June 2015, the U.S.
Office of Personnel
Management (OPM)
announced that it had
been the target of a
data breach. In one of
the largest government
data breaches in U.S.
history, approximately
22.1 million personnel
records were affected.

Homeland Security Digital Library staff in 2005

and interviews to self-study courses. While a
few universities have created full homeland
security programs of their own, Recca said
most use parts of the CHDS curriculum for
a homeland security certificate.
Starting out with four partners, the
program has grown to more than 400 today
and offers the annual UAPP Educational
Summit and a website.
In 2005, the Homeland Security Digital
Library, which was originally created to
support master’s student research, opened

access nationally to its collection to all
government, military, academic, and select
private sector organizations under Librarian
Greta Marlatt.
Librarian Sally Chapman, who joined
the HSDL in early 2003, said the digital
library was intended to be a searchable
database for CHDS students’ research, as
well as others with a need for information
on the still-emerging topic of homeland
security. She said two librarians were
charged with identifying content and a
WATERMARK SUMMER 2022
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EVOLVING THREATS CONTINUED

ERA OF
DIS-INFORMATION

PULSE
NIGHTCLUB
SHOOTING

CALIFORNIA
WILDFIRES

CIVIL
UNREST

HURRICANE
HARVEY

LAS VEGAS
SHOOTING

2015-PRESENT

JUN. 12, 2016

2017-PRESENT

2017-PRESENT

AUG.-SEPT. 2017

OCT. 1, 2017

On June 12, 2016, a
29-year-old man killed
49 people and wounded
53 more in a mass
shooting at Pulse, a gay
nightclub in Orlando,
Florida. Orlando police
officers shot and killed
the shooter after a
three-hour standoff.

Since 2017, California
wildfires have claimed
180 lives, 41,000
structures, and nearly
7 million acres.

Beginning in the
run-up to the 2016
presidential election
and continuing to be an
issue today, fake news
and disinformation was
particularly prevalent
and spread rapidly over
social media by "bots."

CHDS Early Standard continues
team of analysts collected it, perusing
government documents at all levels from
federal to municipal. “In some ways, it was a
monumental task,” Chapman said. “We got
smart really fast on homeland security.”
The collection has grown exponentially
over the years and today, the HSDL has
231,700 documents and is considered the
premier homeland security online resource.
Also in 2005, the first issue of the
CHDS Homeland Security Affairs Journal
was published online under the original
managing editor Alis Gumbiner, who
started out part-time.
Stockton said the Journal’s publication
of “cutting edge research” was “vital to the
development” of the homeland security field,
noting that the “coin of the realm” of academia
is the ability to publish in “refereed” journals.
Gumbiner said longtime CHDS faculty
member Lauren Wollman brought her in for
the job overseeing what she called a “very
new” publication. “Like the field (of homeland
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The rate of civil unrest
in the United States
has been rising since
2017, initially caused
by immigration ban
protests, electoral fraud
allegations, police
brutality, coronavirus
mandates, anti-bigotry,
and other issues.

security), the journal evolved a lot over the
years,” she said, noting that the first 5-6 years
of the journal’s existence were spent adapting
to the evolving field. The journal added an
essay section during that time and in 2007-08,
established an editorial review board.
Current managing editor Stephen Twing
took over after Gumbiner left in 2014,
and oversaw upgrades including an easy
access comments section for readers to use
for critiquing articles or asking questions,
and archiving CHDS Master’s theses on
the journal website. In 2020, the journal
published a special COVID-19 issue
highlighting research on how the pandemic
impacted homeland security operations and
lessons learned. And last year, the journal
created a new platform for homeland
security and emergency management
practitioners dubbed Pracademic Affairs.
In 2005, current CHDS Chief Technology
Officer Jodi Stiles was hired as a web
developer as part of a strategic decision
to shift from outsourced tech support to
building in-house CHDS tech capabilities
that could be more nimble and participate

Hurricane Harvey was
a devastating Category
4 hurricane that made
landfall in Texas and
Louisiana in August 2017,
causing catastrophic
flooding and more than
100 deaths.

A man opened fire on
the Route 91 Harvest
Music Festival on the
Las Vegas Strip in
Nevada from his suite
in the Mandalay Bay
hotel. The shooter
fired more than 1,000
bullets, killing 60 and
wounding 411, with the
ensuing panic bringing
the number of injured
to 867.

in daily ideation sessions.
Since those early days, she said CHDS has
seen “a lot of change,” from redesigning the
HSDL multiple times and experimenting
with different game engines and
simulations, and continuously rethinking
online support for learning. She said Lewis
and O’Keeffe encouraged “trying new things
and keep looking forward,” which she said
made CHDS an exciting place to work.
Hollingsworth Issvoran praised Stiles
for her leadership in the CHDS technology
implementation, including her ability to
respond to new ideas within hours and days.
Stiles’ ability to follow the latest trends in
technology is “invaluable,” Hollingsworth
Issvoran said. “Jodi has been the backbone of
CHDS. Her sense of design and function has
been what keeps CHDS on the cutting edge.”
Also in 2005, the annual Alumni
Professional Exchange (APEX) Continuing
Education Workshop was inaugurated,
the first in a series of initiatives aimed at
continuing and bolstering CHDS’ alumni
outreach and engagement that would
eventually include the Alumni Association,

COVID-19
PANDEMIC

CAPITOL
INSURRECTION

NOV. 2019-PRESENT

JANUARY 6, 2021

A contagious disease
caused by a virus,
the severe acute
respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2). The first known
case was identified
in Wuhan, China, in
December 2019. The
disease has since
spread worldwide,
leading to the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic.

A mob of 2,000–2,500
supporters of U.S.
President Donald
Trump attacked the
Capitol Building in
Washington, D.C. They
sought to overturn
his defeat in the 2020
presidential election
by disrupting the joint
session of Congress
assembled to count
electoral votes that
would formalize
President-elect Joe
Biden's victory.

Watermark Magazine, Alumni Network
discussion board, monthly Alumni Hours,
and the still-developing Alumni Pro-Pages,
described as a one-stop shop highlighting all
the research, publications, and ideas alumni
have produced.
“Trying to find new ways to engage them
has been thrilling,” Hollingsworth Issvoran
said. “Universities and agencies want to
emulate our engagement strategies. Sixty
percent of our alumni remain engaged in
some way because it is in their personal
and professional best interest to do so. We
provide many opportunities for them to
highlight their research and collaboration.
In addition to getting promoted and
increasing strategy and policy capabilities
in their home agencies, some have started
podcasts, writing careers, become faculty,
and a few have become deans of homeland
security programs in universities. We keep
telling their stories long after they graduate.”
Both the ELP and the first Self-Study
Course launched in 2006. Gordon said the
ELP was intended to address the “gap” in
educating executives in the “many new

and ever-changing aspects of homeland
security” outside the Master’s program. She
said the ELP, and all CHDS programs, have
constantly kept updated on current and
emerging issues in the homeland security
environment, with students playing a key
role in that effort. In addition, the ELP was
part of a strategy to win over agency bosses
so they would become invested in CHDS
learning and would want to send their best
and brightest to other CHDS programs.
“I am not sure we could have predicted
the many different avenues explored and
conversations held in our classrooms over
the past 20 years,” she said.
Current ELP Director Sara Kay, who took
over for Gordon in 2021, said the focus of
the program has always been on providing
executive leaders what they need for their jobs
now, not in five years. To that end, Kay said, the
program is constantly bringing in new guest
speakers, many of whom now incorporate
group breakout sessions. And the ELP students
themselves have an opportunity to present on a
topic of their choice to the cohort.
In addition, Kay pointed out that the
Ellen M. Gordon Award was inaugurated
in 2021 aimed at honoring the most
outstanding student in their cohort, and
is the first ELP award and the first CHDS
award named for a woman.
The free Self-Study Course program
has expanded over the years, and recently
underwent an expansion offering dozens
more courses than ever before.
In 2007, CHDS established the National
Capital Region Master’s cohort on the
East Coast. NCR cohorts now meet in
Potomac, MD.
In 2009, current Executive Education
Program Director Dawn Wilson was hired as
the Director of the CHDS Office for Special
Projects. Wilson said she was first introduced
to CHDS as a participant in one of the MET
Executive Education Seminars when she
was Deputy Chief of Staff to the Governor of
Iowa, and worked closely with Gordon.
Since 2003, CHDS has conducted hundreds
of Executive Education Program seminars for
senior elected officials and homeland security
leaders around the nation, and by 2018, CHDS
consolidated the MET, PELP, REP, and UAPP
under the EEP umbrella. Since then, the EEP
has conducted more than 200 events with
more than 48,000 participants.
Wilson said the EEP events that “stand
out” to her are “those that bring together
homeland security leaders across multiple

ALUMNI
HOUR
STAY CONNECTED,
STAY INFORMED

The Alumni Hour
is an hour-long virtual
interactive discussion that
provides a trusted place to
discuss current challenges
and smart practices for
CHDS faculty, staff,
students, and alumni.
Third Thursday of
every month with hosts
David O’Keeffe and
Heather Hollingsworth Issvoran.

July 2022 Alumni Hour, "Emerging Threats to the
Third Branch," with Moderator Sara Kay, Director,
CHDS Executive Leaders Program; ELP alum Robert
Granzow, Judicial District Security Administrator,
Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s Administrative Office
of Pennsylvania Courts; ELP alum John Muffler,
Principal, Aequitas Global Security, LLC; and host
David O'Keeffe, Senior Consultant
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CHDS Early Standard continues
disciplines, multiple jurisdictions, multiple
levels of government, and multiple sectors,
including public, private, and non-profit,
for important policy discussions that do not
occur elsewhere.
“As the nation’s leader in homeland
security education, CHDS is wellpositioned to convene such groups to
tackle wicked and complex problems in
homeland security,” she said.
By 2010, the first Watermark alumni
magazine was published, and the Fusion
Center Leaders program was launched, which
in 2011 was followed by the PELP, which
under Director David Fukutomi is aimed
at cultivating critical thinking and building
collaboration, capacity, and resilience in the
Hawaiian Islands and U.S. Pacific Territories.
The first regional alumni chapters and the
UAPI website were also initiated in 2011.
In 2014, CHDS graduated its 1,000th
student, and the REP was launched in
conjunction with the FEMA Technological
Hazards Division to provide government
and industry leaders with the tools and
resources they need to think and act
strategically about off-site fixed nuclear
facility emergency preparedness.
By 2016, CHDS had doubled the number
of graduates to 2,000, and by 2019, had
tripled its number of alumni to 3,000.
The Emergence Program for homeland
security professionals in the first half of their
careers began in 2017, as well as the Advanced
Thinking in Homeland Security program.
In 2019, the K-12 School Shooting
Database was initiated.
In 2020, COVID-19 interrupted most of
society, but CHDS merely transitioned to
entirely online instruction instead of closing
down, which Woodbury said probably saved
the Center and required the development
of skills and resources that continue in use
even as the pandemic recedes.
“It probably would not have happened if
it was not forced on us,” he said.
Monthly Alumni Hour webinars also
started in 2020 as a way to share the latest
COVID best practices and to keep the
alumni connected during the pandemic.
When CHDS’ founders, longtime faculty,
and staff were asked whether they expected
the institution to last for 20 years and
have such a far-reaching influence on the
homeland security enterprise, there was a
mixed bag of responses.
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Ted Lewis and Glen Woodbury looking towards a bright future in 2007

Stockton said he did expect CHDS to
endure for the long haul because “I felt the
quality of the students and faculty would
continue to improve the [CHDS] education
in ways the nation was always going to
need. Because of the culture we all built, the
Center was always going to contribute to the
nation’s security.”

“It was just the right thing at the
right time. Here we are 20 years
later and CHDS has educated officials
throughout all levels of government.
It’s been extraordinarily valuable and
a really extraordinary success.”
— ANDY MITCHELL
FORMER U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE OFFICE
FOR DOMESTIC PREPAREDNESS DIRECTOR

Others such as former U.S. Army
Undersecretary and longtime CHDS subject
matter expert Mike Walker, who is credited
with playing a key role in creating the
institution, and Wirtz weren’t so sure about
the institution’s future at the beginning.
Walker said he didn’t think it would last
long, and definitely not two decades. “None of
us did,” he said. “We thought we were dealing
with a problem [terrorism] that could be dealt
with quickly. Then everything changed and
now it’s about the all-hazards threat.”
Wirtz said the “rule of thumb” for new
government institutions such as CHDS is
3-4 years, including set-up, funding, and

the inevitable scrutiny that often leads to
dissolution. “So, I’m surprised it lasted this
long,” he said.
McKinney said simply, “These things
come and go in government. I truly thought
it may only last a few years. It took a
tremendous amount of hard work.”
But everyone is unanimous about the
value of the benefits CHDS has provided
over the years.
“I believe the contributions of CHDS
far exceeded expectations,” Walker said.
“It played a key role in establishing the
discipline of homeland security. From the
beginning, CHDS was designed to educate
a new generation of thinkers to avoid that
situation [9/11]. It was exciting to watch.”
Wirtz said CHDS “created for DHS a cadre
of homeland security professionals with a
national viewpoint who all think similarly.
This program, for government work, is one of
the greatest creations ever. It really broke some
barriers and crossed some lines.”
Lewis said CHDS has become the
“mothership for homeland security
professionals globally. It’s permeating
the field.”
CHDS founder and retired Lt. Gen. Bob
Ord said CHDS’ ability to create a broad
network of alumni is its strongest asset. “The
fact that people [throughout government]
know each other now and can cut through
red tape, it’s of inestimable value.”
Former Department of Justice Office for
Domestic Preparedness official Matt Cowles,
who worked as a liaison on funding and
budgeting for CHDS, said the Center “took
on a life of its own” as it was being built and
was very “personality-driven.”
“They took nothing and made it
something,” Cowles said. “Over the years, it’s
been great to see CHDS grow its programs.”
After some early budget uncertainty, Cowles
said the CHDS program “at this point is so
strong that it makes it difficult to mark it for
reduction. It’s become its own best defense.”
Former DOJ Office for Domestic
Preparedness and longtime CHDS supporter
Andy Mitchell said the ever-expanding
reach of CHDS is impressive. “The Center
became well-known and very adaptable,
and formed contacts between disciplines,
which is probably the most valuable aspect
of the program,” Mitchell said. “It was just
the right thing at the right time. Here we
are 20 years later and CHDS has educated
officials throughout all levels of government.
It’s been extraordinarily valuable and a really
extraordinary success.” n

FUTURE

Herrmann Hall, Naval Postgraduate School | Photo by Angi English, CHDS Alumna

CHDS 20TH ANNIVERSARY:
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Center leaders say institution must remain agile, flexible
to answer changing homeland security challenges

S

ince its inception more than two
decades ago, the Center for Homeland
Defense and Security has made as its
overarching mantra the willingness to adapt
to our nation’s ever-changing homeland
security reality.
As the definition of homeland security
has changed, morphing from anti-terrorism
to natural disasters and now the various
threats to the American public’s well-being,
CHDS has evolved and grown to meet those
challenges through innovation and resilience.
Top veteran CHDS leaders say while we
can’t predict the future, the Center must
always be ready to prepare our nation’s
frontline emergency management and
public safety personnel to confront them.
In this third and final part of a three-part
series marking the 20th anniversary of CHDS’
official founding in April 2002, which is also
available online at chds.us, we will consider
the Center’s future, including how it may
transform to continue serving as the nation’s
premiere homeland security educator.
CHDS Director Glen Woodbury, who
was a member of the original Master’s

BY JIM JOHNSON
cohort nearly 20 years ago before joining
the Center, said no one has a “crystal ball”
with the ability to foresee the future so the
imperative is to remain willing and able to
adjust to unforeseen challenges.

“One of our strengths is we haven’t
tried to structure [CHDS] too far into
the future. We need to be agile to
adapt to change, not chasing the
shiny object."
— GLEN WOODBURY
CHDS DIRECTOR

“One of our strengths is we haven’t
tried to structure [CHDS] too far into the
future,” Woodbury said. “We need to be
agile to adapt to change, not chasing the
shiny object. Gaps in [homeland security]
knowledge are always changing, and we
need to be able to respond to that. We need
to keep an ear open to what our alumni
and seeing and saying because they are the
homeland security practitioners. We need to

keep enhancing critical thinking skills and
sense-making. Those are foundational skills.
But the context will change.”
CHDS Director of Strategic
Communications Heather Hollingsworth
Issvoran, who has worked in a variety of
capacities at the Center over nearly 20 years,
noted the largely unexpected challenges
our nation has faced over the past few years
ranging from COVID-19 to mega-fires and
more, and pointed out that we’ll certainly
be facing challenges in the future including
“epic climate change issues and events,” and
“unprecedented threats and unprecedented
[labor and supply chain] shortages,” that “we
may or may not be able to handle.”
The key, she said, is to continue relying
on flexibility to adapt and inculcate the
critical thinking skills so essential to battling
homeland security challenges.
“A failure of imagination is going to
be quite deadly,” Hollingsworth Issvoran
said. “I have personally seen the benefit of
those who continually ask questions and
seek collaboration. I hope that continues.
Our past is no longer our compass. CHDS
WATERMARK SUMMER 2022
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CHDS future continues

should continue to reach for the change that
is coming.
“[Longtime CHDS official] Chris Bellavita
is always asking us to imagine what we’re not
thinking about. We’re continually asking what
would we do if we were starting the Center
today. We have to continue doing that moving
forward, to keep that pressure to anticipate.
That passion is what drives us forward.”
One veteran CHDS leader said the Center
will be challenged in the long-term by a
homeland security enterprise “in crisis” due
to a “huge recruitment and retention issue”
as a result of the increased “bashing” of law
enforcement and the government, and the lack
of adequate funding. That has left too many
homeland security professionals “stressed” and
without adequate support to do their jobs.
As a result, Woodbury said it’s reasonable
to consider whether CHDS should be
evaluating a shift in its customer base to
focus more on an increasingly younger
professional cadre in homeland security as
a result of retirements and career burn-out
among older executives and management.
“We can’t wait 15 years into their careers,” he
said. “Mid-level and senior management skills
need to be brought in earlier in their careers.
The world is becoming more complex and
people will be needing to address that earlier
in their careers. We need to appeal to people
who are younger in their careers.”
Woodbury said he doesn’t “necessarily
agree” with the notion that homeland
security will struggle with the transition
from older, more experienced leadership to
younger professionals.
“Young people may be more able to deal
with a complex environment with their skill
set,” he said. “For all we know, homeland
security may be very attractive to the next
generation. I know that if you can’t keep up
with the way the younger generation learns,
you won’t succeed.”
CHDS founder and former director Paul
Stockton said he believes the Center needs to
resume its relationship with the Department
of Defense and military officers, which he
noted has “waned” over the years and now
includes very few military officers in CHDS
programs after being a core part of the
original mission. Stockton said he believes
DoD and the U.S. Northern Command will
see the value in a CHDS education, especially
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"Relationships are everything,
see you at APEX 2023!"
– Heather Hollingsworth Issvoran

in the context of preparation for dealing with
national catastrophes.
Another veteran CHDS leader suggested
there are a number of potential scenarios for
the Center’s future, noting that the institution
still “has so much potential” as long as it
continues its commitment to “innovation.”

“If the Center didn’t exist, I’m afraid
of what would have happened to this
nation. With all the near misses, it would
be frightening if CHDS was not there.”
— HEATHER HOLLINGSWORTH ISSVORAN
CHDS DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

Those scenarios include the following:
Homeland security is no longer considered
an academic discipline, requiring CHDS
to focus on educating specific professions
rather than as part of a homeland security
enterprise; CHDS re-brands itself as an
outward-focused educational institution
moving toward self-study courses, webinars
and seminars, and certificate programs,
rather than Master’s degree classroom
instruction; CHDS shifts its educational
focus to the Emergence program, which
still has a robust number of applications as
opposed to the declining number of Master’s

program applications; CHDS finds a way to
allow the private sector to apply to and join
the CHDS Master’s program; and, CHDS
transitions to a Homeland Security Academy
similar to military academies but focused on
post-high school education on public service.
Woodbury noted that CHDS has tried
a number of different organizational and
structural options over the years, but argued
that the current two-week in-residence and
cohort size is “in a good place.”
“We’re still kind of at the sweet spot
where the cohorts are small enough that we
can get to know all of them,” he said.
“I think that’s important.”
At the same time, Woodbury said CHDS
will always be open to possible changes
in response to sponsor and customer
suggestions, while noting that any change
will come with an inherent “trade-off ” that
must also be considered.
Master’s alum Daniel O’Connor said the
U.S. is facing such a daunting and at the
same time unknowable series of challenges
in the future that CHDS must be in a
position to respond.
“CHDS must expand its programs to ideate
and educate future leaders on economics,
history, energy, food production, and
logistics,” O’Connor said. “The United States
will require deep knowledge, understanding,
and asymmetric thinking, as well as both
an individual and collective responsibility
to tackle the complexity ahead. We’ll need
thinkers and leaders that are capable of
realizing and executing our advantages as we
move deeper into the 21st century.”
Perhaps the key to CHDS’ future is the level
of political support it enjoys, which has been
influenced by an expansive and ever-expanding
alumni network curated by Hollingsworth
Issvoran, who called that endeavor a “great
privilege” and the “thrill of a lifetime.”
Hollingsworth Issvoran said the CHDS
alumni network is also a central part of its
value going into the future.
“Opportunities and connectivity are so
much greater than 20 years ago,” she said.
“It’s such a great value to our nation. It
transcends state lines. Disciplines are talking
to one another. Relationships are deep.
When seconds count, the ability to talk to
someone at the tip of the spear is invaluable.
“If the Center didn’t exist, I’m afraid of
what would have happened to this nation.
With all the near misses, it would be
frightening if CHDS was not there.” n

CHDS ALUM CAPS OFF MILITARY
CAREER, RETIRES FROM THE JOINT STAFF

M

aj. Gen. Jeffrey Burkett, a
Center for Homeland Defense
and Security Master’s Program
alumnus from one of our institution’s
earliest cohorts, finished off a 30-plus-year
military career late last year that saw him
vault up through the leadership ranks from
an Air Force Captain to Major General in
two decades.
Burkett, who credits CHDS with
enhancing the critical thinking tools to help
him succeed as a military commander and
senior military officer, said his career stands
as a testament to the opportunities available
in our nation’s armed services and advanced
educational system.
“For a Captain who left active duty in 2000,
it’s pretty remarkable I made General Officer,”
he said. “CHDS helped with that [success].”
Burkett retired in December 2021 as
the Deputy Director of the Joint Force
Development and Design Center at the
Joint Staff J-7 where he provided leadership
and oversight for U.S. joint warfighting
development to include joint doctrine,
education, future concepts, wargaming and
experimentation, and international ally and
partner development.
“The J-7 was a unique assignment
because it allowed me to drive critical
learning with analytical events involving
global stakeholders, sensitive programs, and
deliver wargames stimulating senior-level
joint thinking,” he said. “It also afforded
the opportunity to integrate joint military
education with service talent management
programs to improve officer utilization and
transform joint military education policy
to an outcomes-based model. Additionally,
as the Chair of the Multinational Capability
Development Campaign comprised of 23
nations, the EU, and NATO, we delivered
12 projects ranging from global integrated
logistics to countering hybrid warfare which
now are paying dividends with the conflict
in Europe.”
After coming back from a short vacation
in the summer of 2021, Burkett decided
to retire and refocus on his family and
his professional passion – homeland

BY JIM JOHNSON

MAJ. GEN.
JEFFREY BURKETT
Deputy Director of the Joint
Force Development and
Design Center
MA0401/0402

security and emergency management.
Since then, he moved back to Colorado
and founded Federal Logic, which he
describes as a platform to deliver business
consulting and advisory services to a broad
range of organizations in the emergency
management, national security, defense,
and technology sectors. He describes
himself as a “homeland security and
emergency management professional who
has a deep understanding of emerging
technologies, global trends, and homeland
security issues.”

“For a Captain who left active duty
in 2000, it’s pretty remarkable I
made General Officer. CHDS helped
with that [success].”
— MAJ. GEN. JEFFREY BURKETT

Growing up as an Air Force brat, Burkett
recalls having to shelter in place for Three
Mile Island, Chernobyl, and the terrorist
bombing at Ramstein Air Base. After
commissioning through ROTC at Virginia
Tech, Burkett spent a decade flying on
active duty and holding various positions
at the squadron and group level to include
commanding the Prime Nuclear Airlift Force.
In 2000, Burkett left the Air Force and
joined an internet start-up while also
serving part-time in the Air National Guard.
After two combat deployments in less than
two years, he decided to apply for a fulltime military position and was assigned to
U.S. Northern Command (NORTHCOM)
where he spent time in the Canada-U.S.
Bi-National Planning Group developing
strategic defense policy and as a National
Guard advisor.

It was at NORTHCOM that Burkett said he
became “laser focused” on homeland security,
emergency management, and our nation’s
ability to withstand the emerging threats of the
21st century and applied to CHDS.
Burkett said he was surprised when he
was selected by the command for the CHDS
Master’s program in 2004, noting their
tremendous talent pool. Thankful for the
selection, he describes his CHDS experience
as “profound” and “pivotal,” and said he
“thoroughly enjoyed the Master’s Program.”
In particular, he treasured learning from his
classmates like Joe Pfeiffer, Cathy Lanier, and
G.B. Jones, among others in his cohort, because
they had diverse operational experience, a
shared passion for our security, and recognized
the evolving nature of the threat.
“CHDS is hands-down the premier
homeland security [Master’s] program in
the nation,” he said, pointing to the “topnotch faculty, stunning campus” at the
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA,
and “career-friendly format.”
“Academically, CHDS provides a solid
understanding of our strategic homeland
challenges and the diversity of my cohort …
contextualized the issues with developing
sound policies, programs, and plans,”
Burkett said. “Your classmates are the best
of the best from across the nation and the
relationships are invaluable in solving your
organization or agency's problems. The
program also reinforced how to critically
think about complex problems which
contributed to my success as a military
commander and senior military officer.”
He credits the inspiration of his Air
War College master’s thesis on dual-status
command and control, and its subsequent
adoption into law and practice, to many of
the lessons learned while at CHDS.
Graduating from CHDS in 2005, Burkett
was the recipient of the institution’s
Zimbardo Award, which honors the student
who “demonstrates the best understanding
of the psychological aspects of terrorism,”
and is named after Stanford University
psychologist and professor emeritus Philip
Zimbardo, a former CHDS instructor. n
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WHAT ALUMNI ARE READING
KRISTIN DUQUETTE
• Cynical Theories: How Activist Scholarship Made Everything About Race, Gender, and Identity - and Why This
Harms Everybody, by Helen Pluckrose, James Lindsay
JOHN MURRAY
• San Fransicko: Why Progressives Ruin Cities,
by Michael Shellenberger
ANGI ENGLISH
• How Minds Change: The Surprising Science of Belief,
Opinion, and Persuasion, by David McRaney
• What Great Artworks Say: Interpreting Masterpieces
of Art, by Christopher Jones
SUZY TANNENBAUM
• The Oz Principle: Getting Results Through Individual
and Organizational Accountability, by Craig Hickman,
Roger Connors, and Tom Smith
WHAT CHDS IS READING
• 2020: World of War,
by Paul Cornish, Kingsley Donaldson
• 2034: A Novel of the Next World War,
by Elliot Ackerman, Admiral James Stavridis, USN
• The Afghanistan Papers: A Secret History of the War,
by Craig Whitlock
• The Age of Surveillance Capitalism: The Fight for a Human
Future at the New Frontier of Power, by Shoshana Zuboff
• The Attention Merchants: The Epic Scramble to Get Inside
Our Heads, by Tim Wu
• Attention Factory: The Story of TikTok and China's
ByteDance, by Matthew Brennan
• The Art of Strategy: A Game Theorist's Guide to Success
in Business and Life, by Avinash K. Dixit, Barry Nalebuff
• Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error,
by Kathryn Schulz
• Beyond 9/11: Homeland Security for the Twenty-First
Century, by Chappell Lawson, Alan Bersin,
Juliette N. Kayyem
• The Big Sort: Why the Clustering of Like-minded America
is Tearing Us Apart, by Bill Bishop
• The Devil Never Sleeps: Learning to Live in an Age of
Disasters, by Juliette Kayyem
• A Field Guide to Lies: Critical Thinking with Statistics
and the Scientific Method, by Daniel J. Levitin

• Fixer-Upper: How to Repair America’s Broken Housing
Systems, by Jenny Schuetz
• The Future of US-Mexico Relations: Strategic Foresight,
Edited by Tony Payan, Alfonso López de la Osa Escribano
and Jesús Velasco
• Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance,
by Angela Duckworth
• Infrastructure Economics and Policy: International
Perspectives, Edited by José A. Gómez-Ibáñez and Zhi Liu
• Likewar: The Weaponization of Social Media,
by P. W. Singer, Emerson T. Brooking
• Press Play: How Spotify Beat Apple and Amazon
in the Race for Audio Dominance, by Sven Carlsson,
Jonas Leijonhufvud
• Preventing the Next Pandemic: Vaccine Diplomacy in a
Time of Anti-science, by Peter J. Hotez, MD, PhD
• The Rules of Contagion: Why Things Spread—And Why
They Stop, by Adam Kucharski
• Sea Power: The History and Geopolitics of the World's
Oceans, by Admiral James Stavridis, USN
• Simple: Conquering the Crisis of Complexity,
by Alan Siegel, Irene Etzkorn
• True or False: A CIA Analyst's Guide to Spotting Fake News,
by Cindy L. Otis
• Voting and Political Representation in America: Issues
and Trends, by Mark P. Jones
• War and Peace in Outer Space: Law, Policy, and Ethics
Edited, by Cassandra Steer and Matthew Hersch
• What Have We Done: The Moral Injury of Our Longest Wars,
by David Wood
PODCAST PICKS
RON L LENDVAY
• Combat Story
MORE PODCASTS
• Health Affairs This Week
• Homeland Security Today
• Deep State Radio
• T he Burn Bag
• Disruptors at Work
• SpyTalk
• A Way with Words

(Left) Russian bombardment of telecommunications antennas in Kiev., via Wikimedia Commons | (Right) Russian military weapons destroyed and seized by the Armed Forces of Ukraine, near Bucha on March 1, 2022 | Photo by
Serhii Nuzhnenko via Reuters

EVOLVING HOMELAND SECURITY THREATS
WEBINARS HIGHLIGHT EEP SERIES

A

two-part series on America’s
Evolving Homeland Security
Threats covering both international
and domestic challenges, and top Biden
Administration officials discussing the
next phase of the COVID-19 pandemic
highlighted the Center for Homeland
Defense and Security Executive Education
Program’s Lecture and Webinar Series
during the first half of 2022.
Following are excerpts from articles on
each of the EEP webinars that appeared on
the CHDS website.
Russia Invasion of Ukraine Effects on
U.S. Homeland Security Explored
NATO and the U.S. should be willing to
provide air cover in the skies above Ukraine
to support humanitarian efforts aimed
at alleviating widespread suffering if, as
expected, the brutal Russian invasion drags
on, according to four former Supreme
Allied Commanders in Europe, despite the
risk of such a move being considered by
Vladimir Putin as an escalatory move.
At the same time, the U.S. should
prepare for the likelihood that an
increasingly frustrated Russia, which has
encountered unexpectedly stiff resistance
from Ukrainians with support from the
West, would “lash out” at our nation
including through the use of cyber-attacks

BY JIM JOHNSON
DAWN WILSON
DIRECTOR,
Executive Education Program
www.chds.us/eep

aimed at our critical infrastructure.
That’s according to Center for Homeland
Defense and Security instructor and
international security expert Dr. Seth Jones
during the first session of a two-part CHDS
Executive Education Program webinar,
entitled “America’s Evolving Homeland
Security Threats – At Home and Abroad,”
on March 16.
Moderated by CHDS subject matter
expert Mike Walker, the former Assistant
Secretary of the Army and former FEMA
Deputy Director, the session entitled
“A World Divided” focused on the
international landscape and geopolitical
threats to democracy that will shape the 21st
century for U.S. homeland security leaders,
including the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
as well as an emboldened China.
The EEP webinar session was recorded
and is available on the CHDS website.
Jones, the Center for Strategic and

International Studies Senior Vice President
and Director of the International Security
Program, said during the March 16
session that all four former Supreme
Allied Commanders had agreed during a
discussion immediately before the CHDS
webinar on supporting the need for the
humanitarian air cover effort. They included
Gen. Phillip M. Breedlove, Gen. James L.
Jones, Gen. Joseph W. Ralston, and Gen.
Wesley K. Clark.
“The U.S. and NATO should be willing
to provide air cover for humanitarian aid in
Ukraine territory,” Jones said, adding that
the four former Allied commanders pointed
out that the area at issue is “not Russian
territory, it’s Ukraine. We can do this.”
One of the former Allied commanders
said he was “tired of hearing American
politicians say what we can’t do.”
While acknowledging the risks of
escalating the conflict, Jones said they all
believed the move is worth it to provide
assistance for a population suffering from
Russian aggression and alleged atrocities.
Walker said he suspected the issue “would
be and should be” a top priority during a
summit of NATO leaders in Brussels set for
March 24.
While Jones said an increasingly
frustrated Russia might attempt a malware
attack on U.S. critical infrastructure in
WATERMARK SUMMER 2022 |
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remembering
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It is with great sadness
that we mark the passing
of a member of our CHDS
community, Stan Heath.
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Office of Public Affairs, DHS
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response, he added that U.S. leaders should
make it clear what its “red lines” are and
that the U.S. would retaliate with its own
cyber-attacks aimed at Russian critical
infrastructure.
Even a frustrated Putin is unlikely to
resort to the use of tactical nuclear weapons
unless he perceives an existential threat to
his power, but would be more likely to use
chemical weapons, and the question is how
the West would react to such a move.
Domestic Homeland Security Threats
While international terrorism remains a
potential threat to the U.S. homeland more
than two decades after 9/11, our nation is
also facing a series of domestic homeland
security challenges ranging from right-wing
and left-wing extremists including those
with foreign ties, and cyber-attacks aimed
at fomenting and exacerbating political
divisions, among other concerns.
Those were some of the takeaways
from the second of a two-part Center for
Homeland Defense and Security Executive
Education Program webinar, entitled
“America’s Evolving Homeland Security
Threats – At Home and Abroad,” conducted
on March 24.
Moderated by CHDS subject matter
expert Mike Walker, the former Assistant
Secretary of the Army and former FEMA
Deputy Director, and featuring CHDS
instructor and international security expert
Dr. Seth Jones, the second part of the
webinar was entitled “A Nation Divided”
and focused on America’s domestic threats,
including what they are, whether they’re
connected to international threats, and
how homeland security professionals
can continue to do their jobs in a hyperpolarized environment.
Kicking off the webinar’s second session,
Walker asked Jones, the Center for Strategic
and International Studies Senior Vice
President and Director of the International
Security Program, about the status of the
violent jihadist threat from overseas that
was widely regarded as “existential” in the
wake of the 9/11 attacks. Walker noted that
while the jihadists didn’t turn out to pose
an existential threat, they are still actively
operating around the globe, expanding
their ranks and averaging ten attacks per
day in various regions, despite the U.S.

Dr. Seth Jones (top) and moderator Mike Walker (bottom)

and its allies devastating the leadership of
organizations including al-Qaeda and ISIS.
Jones said the violent jihadist threat
is “still a concern” for the U.S. He noted
that jihadist groups are still active from
Africa and the Middle East to Asia, with
the takeover of Afghanistan by the Taliban
with close ties to even a recently less active
al-Qaeda, including the “doubling” of
al-Qaeda fighters in the country since the
U.S. withdrawal, is a particular concern
given the potential for the establishment
of training camps in the vast and
untamed nation. He stated that while U.S.
officials have claimed “over-the-horizon”
capabilities to strike targets in Afghanistan
he is not aware of any such attack since the
“cataclysmic” U.S. drone strike that killed
an aid worker and several children last
year, noting that a top U.S. commander
in the region said we’re “essentially flying
blind” in the area.
At the same time, Jones said domestic
attacks in the U.S. are considered to
be “unlikely” given domestic security
improvements and the success of U.S.
operations to take out jihadist leaders such
as ISIS caliph Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and
his successor.
Asked by Walker about domestic
extremist groups, Jones began by discussing
the left-wing group Antifa, which he said
was born in Europe in the wake of World
War I and is more of an ideology than
an organized group, motivated by the
philosophies of communism and anarchism
while claiming to oppose fascism and
racism. He said there was an uptick in
violence by Antifa-linked individuals last
year as they increasingly face off against

Right-wing demonstrators clash with law enforcement. | Photo by Evan Nesterak, CC BY 2.0, via Wikimedia Commons

stoke divisions.
Given the numbers of foreign fighters in
Ukraine who support right-wing causes,
Jones said there’s a concern the fight could
serve as battlefield training experience for
far-right groups.

Clockwise from top left: James Blumenstock, Admiral Rachel L. Levine,
Dr. Barbara Mahon, and Dawn O’Connell during the Top Public Health
Experts webinar

violent far-right groups, while noting that
only a single person is believed to have been
killed by someone motivated by Antifa.
Meanwhile, Jones said, statistics show
individuals motivated by far-right ideology
are responsible for three-quarters of all
violent extremist attacks in the U.S. after
Walker noted that American intelligence
agencies consider right-wing white
supremacist and anti-government groups to
pose the greatest homegrown threat.
And Jones said there is an acceleration of
far-right ideology globally, largely driven as
in the U.S. by anti-immigrant animus and
changing demographics, and U.S.-based
groups are increasingly cooperating with
groups from other nations including Russia
and Ukraine.
In fact, he said Russia-backed efforts have
taken aim through social media at pushing
racial ideology to various veterans, religious
organizations, and youth in an attempt to

CHDS EEP Webinar Taps Top Public
Health Experts on Pandemic Status,
Preparations
As the COVID-19 pandemic enters a third
year in the U.S., and with the nation in
the midst of an Omicron variant-driven
surge, three senior leaders within the U.S.
Government’s COVID-19 public health
response shared their thoughts on a range of
pandemic-related issues during a Center for
Homeland Defense and Security Executive
Education Program webinar on Jan. 25.
Entitled “Stunting the Surge: What
Leaders Need to Know for 2022 Pandemic
Planning,” the webinar focused on the senior
officials providing the latest updates on the
Omicron variant and discussing planning
considerations for local and state leaders
in preparation for 2022, including the next
phase of the nation’s pandemic response.
The webinar featured CHDS public
health subject matter expert and moderator
James Blumenstock leading a discussion
with a panel that included: Admiral Rachel
L. Levine, MD, Assistant Secretary for
Health, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services; Dawn O’Connell, Assistant

Secretary for Preparedness and Response,
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services; and Dr. Barbara Mahon, MD,
MPH, COVID-19 Emergency Response
Incident Manager, U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
After EEP director Dawn Wilson
provided an introduction to the webinar,
Blumenstock introduced the topic and
the panel, noting in his opening remarks
that the U.S. in January had marked the
two-year anniversary of its response to the
COVID-19 pandemic that has included
more than 70.6 million confirmed infections
and about 864,000 deaths as of the date of
the webinar.
“As a nation, we continue to work
tirelessly to identify and implement
policies, strategies, and tactics that are
effective, manageable, and tolerated by,
if not acceptable to, the public we trying
to protect,” he said. “Science, technology,
and our knowledge about COVID have
evolved over the last 24 months, making our
response stronger and more focused, but
so has the threat potential of the biological
enemy we are trying to neutralize.”
He also noted that the “unprecedented
situation” had resulted in the emergence
of conflicts about the “appropriateness and
necessity of various preventive measures
resulting in confusion, discord, and erosion
of trust and confidence,” noting media
headlines on state mask mandates being
overturned by the courts, COVID-19
hospitalization and death rates remaining
high even as the pandemic overall ebbs, and
the uncertainty of a “new normal” with the
disease shifting from pandemic to endemic.
Blumenstock kicked off the panel
discussion by asking Levine about current
efforts to stunt the Omicron-driven surge.
Levine responded by saying the COVID-19
pandemic “hit us very hard” but added
that “we now know what works” to combat
the spread, including masks, vaccines, and
boosters, and compared it to previous battles
against small pox, polio, and the like. Levine
said public health is working on more tests
and treatment options, and providing mobile
support teams to support local hospitals and
clinics during the current surge.
Finally, Levine urged everyone to stay the
course and be united in the fight against the
virus. “Please don’t give up. We can do this,
but we have to do this together.”
All three articles are available on the
CHDS website. n
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Former Secretary of Defense and CIA Chief Panetta with Executive Leaders Program cohort 2201

SECRETARY PANETTA VISITS CHDS

R

evered former top federal agency
official and local Congressman Leon
Panetta told a Center for Homeland
Defense and Security Executive Leaders
Program cohort that bipartisan compromise
and strong leadership dedicated to solving
our nation’s problems are the key to the
future of the U.S.
And he advised the ELP students that
they should dedicate themselves to ignoring
partisan politics and focus on their jobs.
Speaking at a “fireside chat” as part of the
ELP cohort 2201 in-residence session on
Wednesday, May 25, which featured a series
of questions from ELP Director Sara Kay
and ELP cohortians, Panetta compared the
current hyper-partisan political atmosphere
to his days as a Republican Senate aide and a
Democrat Congressman from the 1960s to the
1990s when the two sides worked together on
solutions to our nation’s problems.
Panetta said the U.S. public must make a
choice about what future it wants for itself
and choose leaders who are willing to work
together despite political differences.
“As I tell my Panetta Institute students, we
either govern by leadership or by crisis,” he
said. “Too often we govern by crisis. You have
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to take risks and piss off your own party. You
need to have a willingness to get things done.
It demands strong leadership. You have to
be willing to sit in a room together and work
together and compromise.

“We’re so divided right now.
We have a choice. The 21st century
could be an American Renaissance
and we can be the world’s leader
in very dangerous times, or we can
be an America in decline, full of
hatred and unwilling to listen to
each other, and we can go the way
of other empires in history.”
— SECRETARY PANETTA

“We’re so divided right now. We have
a choice. The 21st century could be an
American Renaissance and we can be the
world’s leader in very dangerous times, or we
can be an America in decline, full of hatred
and unwilling to listen to each other, and we
can go the way of other empires in history.”
Panetta said both parties need to work

together for the good of the country.
“If we can’t get Republicans and Democrats
to work together and they spend time beating
the hell out of each other, it sends a message
to the country and there’s a lot of frustration,”
he said. “In both parties, the power centers
have moved to the extremes, partly due to
redistricting and creating safe seats. The way
you get things done in Washington is in the
center, and we’re beginning to lose the center.
We’re seeing the same kind of division in the
country, but I don’t believe that’s where the
American people are.”
Panetta also blamed social media for the
rise in disinformation and polarization,
noting the proliferation of information
being disseminated on the various platforms
without any controls, while adding he doesn’t
pay attention to social media. He said social
media disinformation reinforces people’s
views on the extremes, causing hate and
anger and frustration to flourish.
“Social media is being used by those who
want to divide us,” Panetta said.
“What’s the answer to that? There are
no easy answers. We have to go back to
leadership. Leaders who want to tell lies
undermine democracy. It takes a leader

Secretary Panetta and Sara Kay, Director, Executive Leaders Program during the fireside chat Q&A.

Secretary Panetta with ELP2201 jokes around

who can convey a message to the American
people. If it’s cloaked in Republican
or Democrat language it won’t work.
Demagogues can get their message out
because people listen to the loudest person in
the room. These are tough problems.”
Panetta praised former Presidents Ronald
Reagan, Barack Obama, and Bill Clinton for
their ability to understand and speak to the
issues of concern to the average American,
which he described as an essential aspect of
effective leadership.
Meanwhile, Panetta said there is still
reason for optimism and pointed to those in
the ELP cohort and their colleagues working
to protect the U.S., calling them and their
work crucial to protecting the homeland.
And he said he still has confidence in the
prospects for compromise.
“This country has been through hell,” he
said, noting the wars and other disasters the
U.S. has handled, “and has always found a
way. It’s important to have a vision for what
America can be. If you’re willing to kick ass

you can solve problems, but you have to kick
ass. If people keep focused on the mission,
we can get things done. This is an innovative
country, we can solve problems. We need to
change the attitude that everything is going
to hell. It’s like a losing football team that
needs to be convinced it can win.”
Hearkening back to his earliest days in
politics, Panetta noted that he worked for
California Sen. Thomas Kuchel, the moderate
Minority Whip who worked closely with
Democrats when it came to big issues, and
then as a Democratic Congressman from
the Central Coast first elected in 1976 and
re-elected without substantial opposition
eight times. He said he worked with the other
party to pass social security, immigration and
tax reform, and on budget and defense issues.
“The reality is we were governing,” he
said. “Of course we had differences. But
you have to be willing to work together and
compromise. That’s what you’re elected to
do, not just get re-elected.
“I’ve seen Washington at its best and at its
worst. In the good days, we were willing to
listen to the other side and recognize the facts
of the situation and compromise. That’s what
democracy is all about.”
Panetta said Congress represents a
“cross-section” of America, including
honest and dishonest, and legislators must
be willing to work together with everyone.
He noted that his youngest son, U.S. Rep.
Jimmy Panetta, D-Carmel, now represents
the Central Coast.
Also during the fireside chat, Panetta
reminisced about his time as former Pres.
Clinton’s Office of Management and Budget
director and eventually White House Chief
of Staff, as well as his time as former Pres.
Obama’s Secretary of Defense and CIA

director, when he oversaw what he called the
“very risky” Navy Seals raid that killed Osama
Bin Laden in a Pakistani compound in 2011.
Panetta noted that about half the National
Security Council said the raid was too risky,
including some who remembered the failed
Iran hostages rescue attempt during the
Carter Administration. But he said the Bin
Laden location intelligence was the best
since Tora Bora and he had faith in the
experienced Navy Seals.
Calling the raid that ended up killing Bin
Laden a “great moment because both the
military and intelligence worked together,”
Panetta said it was “the kind of stuff
counterterrorism is all about.”
Panetta also recounted the media-reported
story about Monterey restaurateur and friend
Ted Balestreri, who, during a New Year’s Eve
party at Balestreri’s restaurant the Sardine
Factory shortly after Bin Laden’s suspected
compound was located, told him about
a $15,000 Lafitte Rothschild 1871 bottle
of wine, prompting Panetta to ask when
Balestreri planned to open it. Panetta said
Balestreri told him he would open it once he
found Bin Laden, and Panetta agreed.
After Bin Laden was killed, Panetta said he
asked his wife Sylvia to call Balestreri to tell
him he owed Panetta a bottle of wine. After a
pause, Balestreri muttered twice, “That [SOB]
set me up.” Panetta said Balestreri lived up
to his promise and they opened the pricey
bottle, though Panetta said he told his friend
it wasn’t worth the $15,000.
During his time at the helm of key
government agencies, Panetta said it was
important to keep staff organized and
focused on the task at hand while also
showing unwavering support for them.
Honesty, he said, is the most important
attribute in leadership.
“Don’t pretend you’re someone you’re
not,” he said. “Be honest about the challenges
we’re facing. We need to stay focused on the
threats and not the political BS. That will help
you all do a very tough job, protecting the
American people at a time when there are a
lot of dangers.”
Panetta praised the Naval Postgraduate
School for providing a home for CHDS and
its educational programs aimed at homeland
security professionals who are so essential to
protecting the U.S.
“NPS is in a good position to host this
[educational institution],” he said. “You’re
all very important to our ability to secure
our nation.” n
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FIRST RESPONDER STRESS, BLACK SKY
EVENTS, WRITING CURRICULUM ADDED

A

trio of new curriculum additions
highlighted the Center for
Homeland Defense and Security
Executive Leaders Program over the past
several months.
Late last year, the ELP added new guest
speaker Dr. Dara Rampersad discussing
Stress, PTS, Grief and Suicide, which
focused on the trauma that first responders
and other members of the homeland
security enterprise experience in their jobs
and the resiliency that emerges.
ELP also added a new session on Black
Sky Events: Causes, Effects, and Resilience
Strategies, which addresses long duration
(a month or more), large footprint (several
states or more) electric power grid outages
with cascading failure of other critical
infrastructure.
In addition, in February this year, ELP
introduced a new curriculum element
on Article Writing, which included
participant review of ELP alum Kevin
Duffy’s “Writing for Publication” selfstudy course followed by writing an article
for publication and a cohort peer-review
process with feedback.
Other new sessions introduced this year
thus far include: Leadership Strategies
with Alan Bersin, Senior Fellow at the
Belfer Center at Harvard Kennedy School
and former U.S. Customs and Border
Patrol Commissioner; Infectious Diseases:
Looking Forward with Dr. Monica Gandhi,
Professor of Medicine at UC San Francisco
and Director of the UCSF Center for AIDS
Research; and, Why Can’t We Find Any
Gloves? Trade and Supply Chain Security
with Cynthia Whittenburg, Associate
Director for the National Customs Brokers
& Forwarders Association of America, Inc.
The new additions came as the ELP
celebrated the inauguration of the Ellen
Gordon Award honoring her contributions
to CHDS and the ELP, and mourned the loss
of ELP cohort 2101 participant and FDNY
Assistant Chief Alvin Suriel to 9/11-related
cancer late last year.
Meanwhile, ELP kicked off 2022 with the
Leadership in Polarized Times seminar held
in January.
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SARA KAY
Director, Executive
Leaders Program
www.chds.us/elp

Following is an excerpt from an article on
that seminar:
Leadership in Polarized Times Focus of
CHDS Executive Leaders Program Seminar
With the U.S. as politically divided as nearly
any time in our nation’s history, government
executives are faced with an increasingly
difficult challenge of leading their agencies
and the broader community.
On Jan. 11, a panel of current and former
federal customs and border executives
discussed those challenges with online
participants during a Center for Homeland
Defense and Security Executive Leaders
Program online seminar entitled “Leading
in Polarized Times: Managing the Problem
Up and Down the Chain of Command.”
The seminar, which included a lively
back-and-forth between panelists and
online participants on the topic, also served
as a joint session of ELP cohorts 2101/2102.
Led by former U.S. Commissioner of
Customs and Border Protection Alan
Bersin, the five-person panel focused on
how best to manage political “divisions”
in the homeland security and emergency
management enterprise, and also discussed
two high-profile case studies involving the

U.S. CBP agents on horseback in South Texas

U.S. Customs and Border Patrol including:
the allegations involving border patrol
agents on horseback and their handling of
Haitian migrants at the southern border’s
Del Rio, TX, sector last year; and the
deployment of CBP special response units
during attacks on federal buildings during
violent protests in Portland, OR, in 2020.
Panelists included:
• Former U.S. CBP Trade Remedy and Law
Enforcement Office of Trade executive
director Ana Hinojosa (retired);
• Former U.S. CBP Chief Patrol Agent Rudy
Karisch (retired);
• MIT Associate Prof. of Political Science
Chappell Lawson;
• U.S. Department of Homeland Security
attache at the U.S. Embassy in Mexico
Edgar Ramirez (ELP cohort 1701); and
• Former U.S. CBP Trade Policy and
Programs executive director Cynthia
Whittenburg.
Bersin, currently a Senior Fellow at the
Belfer Center for Science and International
Affairs at the Harvard Kennedy School,
introduced the panel and the topic by
asserting that “the problem of polarization is
central to our times,” though he also observed
that such division is not “unprecedented” in
our nation’s history and pointed to the period
before, during, and after the Civil War. That
precedent serves to highlight the gravity of the
current situation, he said.
In recent years, he said, this context
and the proliferation of people including
employees with “opposing views” has made
executive leadership jobs very much tougher.

U.S. Customs and Border Patrol Agent in Portland, OR.

The panelists offered opening statements
on everything from the importance of
“compartmentalizing personal views”
while assuring the workforce knows an
executive leader is dedicated to seeking
the “moral high ground” and is willing to
“speak truth to power,” to the commitment
to maintaining engagement and dialogue
with the workforce and the community, and
continuing to focus on the pursuit of an
agency’s long-term goals “despite politics.”
The bulk of the seminar was spent
discussing a potential executive leadership
response to the two scenarios involving
the CBP.
In the Del Rio, TX, scenario, Bersin asked
the panel to assume that the Biden White
House and DHS Sec. Alejandro Mayorkas
both had ordered a CBP sector chief to
issue no further statements regarding the
incident involving CBP agents on horseback
allegedly using their reins to control the
movement of Haitian migrants. This order
was made with an investigation underway,
even though Biden and Mayorkas had been
reported as already having made statements
condemning the agents’ actions.
Bersin said that left the CBP sector chief
caught between the Biden Administration
and his own workforce, which expressed
disappointment that he was not publicly
backing them.
Suggesting that statements from all
parties involved should not have been issued
before the investigation was completed,
the panelists discussed whether the CBP
sector chief should have pushed back on the
Biden Administration or at least reached out
internally to reassure the workforce, and one
panelist even suggested the CBP should be
more proactive in seeking support within the
White House and getting its own narrative in

the public domain.
In the Portland, OR, scenario,
the panelists discussed the Trump
Administration’s deployment of CBP special
response units and any internal pushback
among the workforce to such a move.
Bersin pointed out that the domestic
deployment of CBP units was not
unprecedented, having been sent to assist
during school integration efforts during the
1960s in the South, among other similar
deployments.
Panelists variously suggested that the
CBP workforce shouldn’t be allowed to
question such assignments unless they’re
illegal, even if one personally disagrees with
the deployment, and special unit agents
knew they were signing on for difficult and
sometimes controversial duty. They also
pointed out that the workforce doesn’t have
the same free speech rights to object to
such assignments and the like as the general
public, and leadership can’t allow agents to
choose to decline assignments for personal
political reasons.
At the same time, panelists agreed that
it was essential to “keep a finger on the
pulse" of the workforce and community,
maintaining an open dialogue with both.
Several ELP participants weighed in
during the seminar, including a student
knowledgeable of the situation who suggested
the Del Rio, TX, incident reflected “very
poor” internal communication, and another
who argued that public trust in the CBP had
“eroded” and that “silence” should never be an
option under such circumstances.
During an active chat session during
the seminar, one person asked if there was
an effort to maneuver law enforcement
and homeland security “above the
political fray.” n

WE NEED

YOUR
STORY!

Let us know how
you are using your
CHDS experience
in the real world.
We learn from
the strategies and
policies you are
implementing.
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APEX 2022 COVERS KEY
NATIONAL SECURITY TOPICS

A

s the Center for Homeland Defense
and Security celebrates its 20th
anniversary this year, the annual
three-day Alumni Professional Exchange
(APEX) Continuing Education Workshop
was held Feb. 22-24 as a kick-off for a series
of commemorative activities. APEX 2022
combined a deep roster of expert speakers
delving into top national and international
security issues facing our nation while
longtime CHDS Director Glen Woodbury
capped off the mostly virtual event with
a rousing vision for the future of the
renowned institution.
The event was held at the Naval
Postgraduate School’s Herrmann Hall
McNitt Ballroom in Monterey, CA, with
most CHDS alumni attending via Zoom
due to ongoing COVID-19 restrictions.
From APEX 2022 keynote speaker,
FEMA Administrator, and CHDS alumna
Deanne Criswell urging coordinated
government action on climate change
to CHDS instructor and alumna Dee
Neely urging a government-wide need to
promote the “uncomfortable” conversations
about race and gender issues, and to
alumnus Desmond O’Neill providing a
communication framework to facilitate
those difficult conversations, the event
touched on a range of topics at the forefront
of both government leadership and the
public consciousness.
The current events theme continued
during presentations by speakers such as
CHDS instructor Seth Jones, who delivered
a warning about the combined threat of
“irregular warfare” from Russia, China, and
Iran; CHDS alum and FBI special agent
Elvis Chan, who addressed preparation
for the 2024 U.S. presidential election in
the wake of Russian interference; Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo and CHDS Professor
Tom Mackin, who introduced a new way
to deploy emergency response assets in
a mass casualty event; Dr. Tiffany Vora,
who discussed the trend toward melding
biology with technology; and Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Homeland Security
Division Deputy Chief and CHDS alumna
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Keynote speaker, FEMA Administrator, and CHDS alumna Deanne Criswell
with CHDS Director Glen Woodbury

“We found new ways to teach and
new ways to learn (during the
pandemic). Now we need to build
for the next 20 years.”
— GLEN WOODBURY
CHDS DIRECTOR

Sasha Larkin, who spoke about how
social isolation is increasingly leading to
radicalization and the need for effective
community policing to counter the threat.
Woodbury, who is marking his 15th
year at CHDS’ helm, noted in the event’s
summation all the strides the institution
has made over its two decades in existence
and most recently in its response to
the COVID-19 pandemic over the past
two years that included a transition to

remote instruction, a redesigned and
refreshed Master’s program curriculum,
an expanded Self-Study Program, a
redesigned website, and strides made
in promoting “diversity, equity, and
inclusion,” among other improvements.
At the same time, Woodbury stressed
the importance of preparing for the next 20
years in homeland security and emergency
management, including a continuing
expansion of innovation, sense-making,
and diversity, equity, and inclusion that
he said makes CHDS “more resilient.”
“We found new ways to teach and new
ways to learn [during the pandemic],”
Woodbury said in his closing address to the
CHDS alumni. “Now we need to build for
the next 20 years. We’re not going to build
our (CHDS) program predicting the future
but building capacity for the future. We need
to create the ability to think in the future. We
understand no one in this room can predict
tomorrow, let alone the next 20 years. But we
can build the capacity to respond.”
In addition to the speakers, APEX 2022
featured the presentation of the first CHDS
Alumni Association Service Award to St.
Louis Area Regional Response System
Executive Director Greggory Favre (CHDS
Master’s Program cohort 1405/06) from
Alumni Association President Debra Kirby.
Favre said he was “humbled” by the
award, noting the “literal giants who had
walked through the halls of CHDS,” and
praised the institution as a “place for
intellectual creativity and self-reflection.”
“The challenges are only going to get
more complex and the solutions need to be
more collaborative,” he said. “Our solemn
obligation is to be prepared for what comes
next, and [CHDS] continues to be the
connective tissue for all of us.”
Kirby also announced the inaugural Dr.
Chris Bellavita Educator Award named
in honor of the legendary CHDS faculty
member, which will be awarded annually
starting next year, to alumni who have
demonstrated leadership and commitment
to homeland security education as
exemplified by Dr. Bellavita.

NPS President Adm. Ann Rondeau (Ret.) addresses CHDS alumni

DAY ONE
After opening remarks by Woodbury and
NPS President Adm. Ann Rondeau (Ret.),
who noted Woodbury’s leadership in an
“accelerated transition,” and praised the
CHDS alumni outreach and said NPS
uses the same alumni model, Woodbury
introduced Criswell as the third consecutive
FEMA Administrator to have graduated
from CHDS and the agency administrator
who has “probably dealt with more
[challenges] than any other.”
Criswell noted her participation in
past APEXs and her regular use of CHDS
connections in her own career, and argued
that the CHDS alumni network was essential
while pointing out that it included members
who had “dedicated their lives to a really
noble cause, protecting the homeland.”
Turning to her main topic, Criswell noted
that “extreme weather events” had caused
trillions of dollars in damage over about
a half-century in the U.S. while adding
that it represents a “global geopolitical
security risk,” and requires what she called a
“government-wide approach to solving the
climate crisis.”
“We must meet this challenge with
a collective response across the U.S.
government,” she said. “We can’t work
in silos. I challenge each of you [to work
together].”
Asked during a question-and-answer
session about how to deal with climate
change “denial,” Criswell pointed to “data,”
including the increasing frequency of more
severe storms that are breaking records,
while also arguing that “better modeling on

APEX 2022 featured a number of in-person attendees while most joined the event online.

CHDS alum and FBI special agent Elvis Chan

future risk” is needed.
During the first day’s General Session
entitled “Three Dangerous Men: Russia,
China, Iran and the Rise of Irregular
Warfare,” Dr. Seth Jones argued that
the then-impending Russian invasion
of Ukraine was an “outlier” and that
Russia, China, and Iran were all focusing
their broader and longer-range efforts
on “irregular warfare,” including cyberattacks, propaganda and misinformation,
economic warfare, the use of proxy forces,
and other “non-kinetic” ways to attack
their adversaries. He argued that because of
the dangers for all nations of conventional
military conflict, including the use of
nuclear weapons, that there might be a
higher likelihood of escalation in “irregular
warfare,” including the potential for nuclear
weapons use if those nations perceive a
threat to their existence.

Jones argued the U.S. is not adequately
prepared to engage in “irregular warfare” with
those adversaries and should invest more
over the next 5-7 years in getting prepared
for a conflict using “Cold War tools” and in
global engagement rather than continuing to
focus its spending on conventional military
weaponry and capabilities.
The “War of Ideas” during the Cold
War provided the U.S. with an enormous
advantage, Jones said, because “most people
want an open, democratic system rather
versus a closed, authoritarian one.”
During the Alumni Short Talk session
entitled “Preparing for 2024: Lessons
Learned from Countering Russian
Interference during the 2020 Elections,”
Elvis Chan noted how Russian tactics had
changed from 2016 to 2020, and how the U.S.
response had also changed. He pointed out
that the FBI had started providing security
services and briefings to all U.S. presidential
candidates in an effort to avoid another
Democratic National Committee emails hack
as occurred in 2016, and had begun sharing
information with social media companies
such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube as
they began more concerted efforts to counter
Russian disinformation attempts.
With regard to First Amendment
concerns, Chan argued that would apply
only to government restrictions on free
speech and not those of private social media
companies, arguing that there is a need for
both more free speech avenues and basic
standards, as well as a balance when the
government works in collaboration with
those companies.
WATERMARK SUMMER 2022
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APEX 2022 continues

DAY TWO
During the second day’s General Session
entitled “Using System Dynamics for
Decision Support in Emergency Response:
Asset Deployment to Minimize Fatalities
following a Mass Casualty Event,” Tom
Mackin presented a project in progress
employing system dynamics in a computeraided approach to policy and design aimed
at informing the creation of a maximally
efficient patient triage and transport system
during a mass casualty event in an attempt
to save as many lives as possible. The
system analyzes multiple data points, also
known as “pieces of the puzzle,” ranging
from the size, severity, and distance from
response centers of the event, the number
of emergency responders available and
needed, the number and type of emergency
response vehicles needed, and the capacity
of available care facilities, along with other
criteria, to create a response model.
“If we can get models right, it helps make
decisions [about emergency response asset
allocation and response],” Mackin said.
During a question-and-answer
session, Mackin acknowledged there are
many other variables that could impact
emergency response, many of which
have not yet been incorporated, but
argued the system could be expanded to
accommodate those.
During the subsequent Alumni Short
Talk, retired Secret Service agent and CHDS
alumna and instructor Dee Neely spoke
about the challenges of being “Black, Blue,
and Female” in law enforcement, while U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Office of Professional Responsibility
Special Agent and CHDS alum Desmond
O’Neill discussed “How the 5 Principles
of Motivational Interviewing can Help
Safeguard our Nation, Families, and Futures.”
Neely, who is Black, talked about growing
up wanting to be either a cop or a lawyer
based largely on TV shows like Dukes of
Hazzard and Perry Mason, and how her
grandmother advised her against joining
law enforcement because “they don’t treat
people who look like you and me any good,
and you don’t want to be a part of that.”
Nevertheless, Neely said she decided to
pursue a career in law enforcement and
then told stories about challenges she had
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Beloved CHDS Professor Tom Mackin AKA “Yakin Mackin” presents at APEX.

encountered even as an armed federal
agent during a traffic stop. She pointed
out that data shows Black people are
disproportionately targeted and endangered
in encounters with police, and discussed
how she was discriminated against in the
workplace due to her gender. She said she
began calling out discriminatory behavior
and became what she called the “Queen of
You Can’t Say That.”

Dr. Tiffany Vora told CHDS alumni that
we are “moving into an era where
biology and technology are not
separate,” noting the massive strides
made in translating genetic code into
computer code and the exponential
drop in costs associated with unlocking
genetic code found in DNA.
Ultimately, Neely encouraged the APEX
audience to be willing to “start talking
about hard things that make others
uncomfortable, specifically discrimination
wherever and however it occurs.”
“My challenge to you: Ask yourself, what
can you do to be more conscious (about
bias), and how can you influence others to do
the same?” she said. “Talking about race and
racism is uncomfortable. But for people who
look like me it’s uncomfortable not to talk
about it. There’s no place in law enforcement
for bias. There’s no place in law enforcement
for bad apples. It makes us all look bad.”
O’Neill discussed the concept of
“Motivational Interviewing” (MI), which

Dr. Tiffany Vora discussed the trend toward melding biology with technology.

he called an “ethos” rather than a tool, and
described it as a “way of communicating
trust” between two people involved in a
conversation. He said the five pillars of
MI include: autonomy, or the freedom
to choose; acceptance, or unconditional
positive regard for another person’s
viewpoint; adaptation, or allowing a
person to express themselves as part of
an interview; empathy, or understanding
what another person would do in their own
situation; and evocation, or understanding
what another person is trying to say.
He compared MI to “enhanced
interrogation,” and argued that the former is
more likely to produce positive results than
the latter.
At the core of the philosophy, O’Neill
said, is the need and desire to communicate
better with people regardless of differences
in opinion, especially during divisive times
such as these.
“You (in homeland security) have the
power to affect people’s lives,” he said. “I
challenge you to communicate better.”
DAY THREE
Following the award presentations, the third
and final day of APEX 2022 kicked off with
a General Session featuring Dr. Tiffany
Vora, who spoke on “The Future of Life:
When Biology Is Technology.”
Vora told CHDS alumni that we are
“moving into an era where biology and
technology are not separate,” noting
the massive strides made in translating
genetic code into computer code and the
exponential drop in costs associated with
unlocking genetic code found in DNA.

Retired Secret Service agent, CHDS instructor and alumna Dee Neely.

Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Homeland Security Division Deputy Chief and CHDS alumna Sasha Larkin.

Calling the 21st century the “Biology
Age,” she noted the many uses of genetic
technology for both good and questionable
ends, including the “opportunity” to
provide “true health care” based on a
person’s genetic code rather than simply
“sick care,” as well as its use by nation’s
such as China to profile ethnic minorities
and potential use for terrorism and
geopolitical conflict.
Vora argued that the issue is a matter of
national security given its rapid innovation,
noting that it has the potential to provide
“food, fuel, and fiber in a sustainable way”
that could address some of the challenges of
climate change.
At the same time, Vora acknowledged
during a question-and-answer session that
there remain key ethical questions to be
answered about the use of biotechnology,
including whether the potential uses are or
should be legal, and suggested there should
be a balance struck between establishing
standards for what is acceptable while
avoiding overly restrictive measures that
tend to drive innovation underground.
During the final Alumni Short Talk of
the event entitled “How Social Isolation is
Leading to Radicalization,” Sasha Larkin
spoke about how loneliness and social
isolation is increasingly becoming the “new
normal” among active shooters such as the
Route 91 Harvest music festival shooting
which killed 60 people and wounded 411,
with the ensuing panic raising the number
of injured to 867, and is the deadliest mass
shooting in U.S. history.
Larkin, who led the Las Vegas PD
incident response, pointed out that the

shooter had none of the typical assumed
motivations or labels such as violent
religious or political extremism, mental
health or financial issues, or any obvious
grievance. That, she said, poses a unique
challenge for law enforcement because such
attacks include a “compressed radicalization
time frame” with no preparation and no
training, just “inspiration.”
In response, Larkin suggested law
enforcement build “communities of trust”
through community engagement using
community policing teams for outreach,
awareness, and education. In addition, she
said law enforcement should use the U.S.
violent extremist mobilization indicators to
identify “threatening behaviors” that could
indicate the potential for a violent incident.
In conclusion, Woodbury called
for building the future capacity of the
homeland security enterprise by focusing
on the next generation of leaders, and
proposed expanding the CHDS Emergence
Program to include more cohorts where he
said “the future is.”
Reflecting on APEX 2022 and the alumni
presentations, Woodbury noted that they all
had the potential to “change my life and the
way I do my job.”
“Imagine doing that hundreds and
thousands of times,” he said. “That’s CHDS.”
Wrapping up the event, CHDS Strategic
Communications Director Heather
Hollingsworth Issvoran urged alumni to stay
in touch with the powerful CHDS alumni
network, calling alumni “the tip of the spear.”
“Thanks for participating in APEX,” she
said. “We’ll see you next year in-person
for sure.” n

CHDS Master's alum Desmond O'Neill spoke on the principles
of Motivational Interviewing.
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Updates from your colleagues since the last edition of Watermark
MASTER’S DEGREE
PROGRAM (MA)

MA0401/0402

Kevin Saupp has been named as the
National Security Counselor to the Secretary
of the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security. [+Executive Leaders Program 1801,
Fusion Center Leaders Program 1202]
MA0403/0404

Martin Alperen will begin teaching U.S.
Homeland Security Law, a graduatelevel course at Penn State, starting in
January 2022.
MA0503/0504

RTI – EMA Independent Researcher
David Matthew and his team created
a webpage to host a series of videos to
distribute the results from a multi-year
research project. The project itself is related
to using GC-MS for on-scene sample
analysis in fire and arson investigations.
MA0601/0602

Jeff Robertson started a new position
with the Defense Spectrum Organization
in Annapolis, MD as a Senior Staff
Electrical Engineer.
MA0603/0604

Judith Boyd recently received a job offer
to be a civilian attorney within the U.S.
Coast Guard JAG office.
MA0703/0704

John Wilson started a new position as
Liaison for U.S. Cyber Command.
Joseph Fernandez started a new position
with Florida International University as the
Senior Director of Operations and Safety
at the Academy of International Disaster
Preparedness. [+ELP1902]
Tony Russell, Superintendent of the Center
for Domestic Preparedness, provided plenary
remarks at the 2022 Black Chief Officers
Committee (BCOC) Educational Symposium
and Conference in St. Louis, MO. Russell also
provided remarks and participated in a
panel discussion supporting the “Investing
in Human Capital for Disaster Management
Partnership Between the U.S. Government and
the Government of Indonesia” initiative.
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Wendy Smith recently started a new
position as Emergency Management
Specialist with the CDC’s Global Emergency
Capacity Development Team.

MA0901/0902

Tom Richardson has retired as Chief of
Department at FDNY. Chief Richardson has
also been awarded the Ellis Island Medal
of Honor.

MA0705/0706

John Esposito started a new position as
Chief of Operations at FDNY.
Eric Smith started a new position as Vice
President, Security with Sierra Space after
30 years of government service, the last 23
with the FBI.
MA0801/0802

In addition to his role with Illinois
State Police, Aaron Kustermann
recently became the General Chair of
the Association of Law Enforcement
Intelligence Units (LEIU).
MA0803/0804

Michael Aspland and CHDS Instructor
Nadav Morag are leading a new program
at Sam Houston State University.
The Homeland Security Institute at
Sam Houston State University is a
center for strategic thought with the
goal of contributing to the security,
resilience, and business continuity of
the Transportation, Energy, Chemical,
and Healthcare sectors from a Homeland
Security perspective.
MA0805/0806

Monmouth University Associate Professor
John Comiskey has been appointed
to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, World Trade Center Health
Programs, Scientific/Technical Advisory
Committee to serve a four-year term.
[+HSx 1701] He will be joining CHDS alum
Michael Larranaga who currently serves
on the committee. [+Master’s Degree
Program 1101/1102, HSx 1701]

MA0903/0904

Rob McLellan started a new position as
Director of Testing and Inspection at Blue
Origin.

MA1101/1102
MA0905/0906

After 23 years and 7 months of service
with the New York Police Department,
Gustavo Rodriguez has officially retired.
Rodriguez was invited to the IJIS Institute
National Symposium on May 2-4 in
Washington D.C. to speak on a panel
titled, “The Likelihood of a Cyber Event
in Today’s World,” with the context of
bridging the gap between technology and
policy through public and private sector
collaboration.
MA1001/1002

Judson Freed has been selected as an
inaugural fellow in the first cohort of
FEMA’s new Vanguard Executive Crisis
Leaders Fellows Program.
Executive Fire Officer John Waters
presented a program titled "Closing the
Perception Gap; American’s Irrational
Estimation of Risk" at the 32nd Executive
Fire Officer Symposium held at the
National Fire Academy in Emmitsburg, MD.

Lieutenant Commander Eric Taquechel has
officially retired from the United States
Coast Guard after more than 20 years.

FEMA Legal Advisor Quin Lucie presented
at The Kingston Consortium on
International Security's (KCIS) annual
conference "In Case of Emergency: The
Military’s Role in the Pandemic & Future
Crises." Lucie also recently attended a Joint
Staff-sponsored wargame on one of the
topics discussed in his 2019 HSAJ article
titled, “How FEMA Could Lose America’s
Next Great War.”
Albert Vasquez has been promoted to Vice
President, Enterprise Risk and Safety at
Chapman University.
Eric Powell started a new position as
Science and Security Advisor – Security
and Assurance at the U.S. Health & Human
Service (HHS). Powell was also nominated
and selected for the Office of the Secretary
of Defense Award for Excellence.
Stephanie Yanta started a new position
as a Behavioral Analysis Profiler with the
Cyber Intelligence and Engagement Unit at
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

MA1003/1004

FEMA Administrator Deanne Criswell has
been awarded the Ellis Island Medal of Honor.
Robert Giorgio has been promoted to
Director of Rail Operations & Emergency
Response at Amtrak Police Department.
MA1005/1006

Adrian Nettles retired on April 30 from his
position as Executive Director of the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Commission.

Chas Eby accepted a detail to FEMA as part
of Administrator Deanne Criswell's new
Emergency Manager Exchange Program.
The exchange will bring local, state, tribal
and territorial emergency managers and
government officials to Washington, D.C.
to work with FEMA leadership on the
development and implementation of
policies and programs.

FEMA Deputy Director for International
Affairs Andrew Slaten will retire from
federal service on December 31, 2021, after
15.5 years with the agency.
Julie Nations retired from the Memphis
Police Department last month but is
staying on in a limited capacity to train
new staff.

MA1105/1106

Robert Keith has been promoted to
Director, Federal Program Manager at
Cerner Corporation.
Jonna West started a new position with
the Grants team at the Georgia Office of
Planning and Budget.
MA1201/1202

Catherine Bernstein was recently awarded
the Meritorious Service Ribbon by the
Winters Police Department in recognition
of her volunteer efforts in founding and
developing the Winters Police Department
Trauma and Grief Support Program, of which
she is the Program Coordinator. On May 24,

CLASS NOTES
the City of Davis, CA presented Catherine
Bernstein with the Thong Hy Huynh Award,
Public Servant of the Year, 2022.
MA1203/1204

Mike Johansmeyer has retired from his
role as Seminole County Fire Department
Deputy Chief after 27 years of dedicated
service. Chief Johansmeyer will be starting
a new position as Fire Chief with the City
of Lake Mary, FL.

St. Louis Area Regional Response System
Executive Director, Gregg Favre, has been
awarded the 2022 CHDS Association Alumni
Service Award. Additionally, Gregg has been
named to the inaugural list of the Titan 100
for St. Louis. The Titan 100 is a program to
recognize a premier group of 100 CEO’s and
C-level executives in a region. Representing
both the private and public sector,
these leaders are Titans of industry who
demonstrate exceptional leadership, vision,
passion, and influence in their field.

Diane Wilson started a new position
as TSA Liaison Officer-South Korea at
Transportation Security Administration (TSA).

MA1501/1502

MA1603/1604

Lisa Figueroa started a new position
as Emergency Manager for the City of
Redmond, WA.

Paul Burke was sworn in as Boston Fire
Department’s Fire Commissioner by Mayor
Michelle Wu.

In February 2022, John Tani Jr. began a
new assignment as the Assistant to the
Special Agent in Charge for the Technical
Security Division in the New York Field
Office running the Technical Operations
Squad. John also recently completed the
USSS Senior Executive Service Candidate
Development Program Cohort 6 and
achieved OPM SES certification
in November.

Chris Tubbs was recently invited to
serve as a panelist at an event hosted
by NASA titled "System-Wide Safety
(SWS) Wildfire Firefighting Operations."
Chris was one of six panelists talking
about standard and emerging
operational procedures regarding
wildland firefighting and risk reduction,
including UAS’s. [+ELP1302]

Jay Teitelbaum started a new position as
Executive Director to the Federal CIO at
the White House Office of Management
and Budget.
Cindy Allen started a new position as
Senior Human Resource Analyst at
Calvert County (MD) Government.

MA1301/1302

Sheriff Devon Bell officially retired from
Placer County Sheriff’s Department after
30 years of service.
MA1305/1306

Jeff Murray started a new position as Chief
of Protective Security at Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA).

MA1503/1504

Daly City, CA Chief of Police Patrick
Hensley retired on Jan. 14, 2022, after
28 years of service.

MA1401/1402

Bijan Karimi has been awarded this
year's USC Price Doctor of Policy, Planning,
and Development (DPPD) Award for
Outstanding Dissertation. Bijan's dissertation,
"Cryptographic Currency and Economic
Security: Threats, Opportunities, and
Regulatory Challenges," investigated the
impact of the emergence of cryptocurrencies
on individual and national economic security.
MA1403/1404

Herndon, VA Police Chief Maggie DeBoard
was recently appointed to the Criminal
Justice Services Board by former Virginia
Gov. Ralph Northam.
On Jan. 19, Sacramento Fire Assistant
Chief Eric Saylors testified before
the State Assembly on the impact of
ambulance patient offload delays on
emergency response.
Tony Sajor has been promoted to Deputy Chief
of Police with the Stockton Police Department.
MA1405/1406

First Capital, LLC President/Consultant
Darren Price was interviewed by a local
regional news radio station for their
Veterans Corner segment, where he covered
his service with the U.S. Army, his postmilitary career in emergency management
and homeland security, as well as his postretirement work as a consultant.

On June 29, 2022, Melanie Burnham
started a new position as Commanding
Officer of the USCG Gulf Strike Team in
Mobile, AL. Burnham was also selected as
the 2021 IAEM – USA Military Uniformed
Emergency Manager of the Year.
MA1505/1506

Jeremy DeMar has been promoted to
Committee Chair of the SDC Career
Progression within the Public Safety
Emergency Communication Center at
APCO International.
Chris DeMaise has been promoted to Major
with New Jersey State Police.
Salinas, CA Mayor Kimbley Craig was
recently awarded the Paul Harris Fellowship
award by the Santa Lucia Rotary.
Chief of Staff, Office of the Director at
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Deanna Kralick was recently awarded both
a CBP Commissioner’s Unit Citation and
Federal Employee of the Year Valor award
for her work done with the evacuation of
Afghanistan as part of Operation Allies
Refuge/Welcome in 2021.
MA1601/1602

Craig Schwartz started a new position as
Investigator at Public Safety Testing, Inc.
Danielle Turner has changed positions
and is now the Transportation Security
Administration Attaché for Canada.
MA1605/1606

Cody Minks started a new position as Senior
Biothreat Reduction Specialist at Noblis.

MA1703/1704

Former Aurora, IL Police Chief Kristen
Ziman served as a guest speaker at the
Dubai World Police Summit on March
14-17, 2022.
Ryan Whitehead started a new position as
Management and Program Analyst at the
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency (CISA).

MA1705/1706

Liane Jollon, Executive Director of San Juan
Basin Public Health, has been selected as a
2022 Gates Family Foundation Harvard Fellow.
Angela Coonce will be retiring from the
St. Louis City PD on July 30 and will
be taking over as the Police Chief at
Washington University in St. Louis.
MA1801/1802

Linda Jashari started a new position
as Operations Support Specialist at US
Citizenship & Immigration Services.
U.S. Air Force Col. Jeffrey H. Waldman has
retired from service.
Amanda Kulikowski started a new position
as Chief of Security at MGM Grand – Detroit.

Deputy Fire Chief Kenneth Pravetz of the
Virginia Beach Fire Department has been
accepted into the Fire Service Executive
Development Institute (FSEDI).
Chris Barney started a new position as
Deputy Chief, Emergency Operations at
Portland Fire and Rescue.
MA1803/1804

MA1701/1702

Anthony Carter started a new position as
Deputy Police Commissioner at Suffolk
County Police Department.
Chris Pedrini was recently promoted to
Commander with the San Francisco Police
Department.

Christine Elow started a new role as
Commissioner of the Cambridge, MA
Police Department.
Scott Fenton started a new position with
FEMA Region IX on an IMAT Team as an
Operations Branch Director.

Barry Ramey started a new position
as a Consultant at Dynamic Response
Solutions LLC.
WATERMARK SUMMER 2022 |
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MA1805/1806

Joseph Simons-Rudolph started a
new position as Remote Faculty at
Southeastern Oklahoma State University.

Mikaela Ellenwood started a new
position as Public Assistance Policy
Specialist at FEMA.

MA2101/2102

EMERGENCE 2001

Michael Young has been promoted to Unit
Chief at the FBI’s Defensive Systems Unit in
Huntsville, AL.

Robert Campa started a new position as
Emergency Manager for the City of Mesa, AZ.

MA1905/1906

After 32 years of public service, Assistant
Special Agent in Charge Brian S. Miller
has retired from US Customs and Border
Protection’s Office of Professional
Responsibility in San Diego, CA.
Women in Homeland Security recently
announced the 2022-2023 Board of
Directors. Jill Raycroft from the SF
Department of Emergency Management
has been selected as the Board Secretary.
Jaclyn Francis has been selected as the
Deputy Director for Policy, Planning, and
Programs with the U.S. DHS Customs and
Border Protection Office of Intelligence.

Indianapolis Fire Department Firefighter/
U.S. Army Urban Search and Rescue
Training Instructor Robert Wagner was
selected as the 2021 State of Indiana Fire
Instructor of the Year by the Indiana Fire
Chiefs Association. Wagner also recently
presented his thesis research at the
State Urban Search and Rescue Alliance
Conference in Columbia, SC.
Dominick Mireles has been named Director
of the Philadelphia Office of Emergency
Management (OEM).
Stephen Espinoza retired from the New
York City Police Department Emergency
Services Unit.

Los Angeles has recognized Torrance
Police Department Chief of Police Jay
Hart as an Irish Honoree in the 2022
Irish Day Civic Ceremonies.

Darin Hanson has been promoted to
Homeland Security Director at the North
Dakota Department of Emergency Services.

MA1901/1902

MA2001/2002

Michael Marino retired as Assistant
Chief of Prince George's County, MD
Fire/EMS Department and is now the
Director of Response and Recovery at the
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (WMATA).

Heather Marques has been promoted
to Division Chief at Alameda County Fire
Department.

Jim McDavitt started a new position as
the Assistant Director of the New Jersey
Department of Education’s Office of School
Preparedness and Emergency Planning.
MA1903/1904

Lisa Barnett was promoted to Executive
Officer for the Florida Highway Patrol,
serving as the Bureau Commander of Law
Enforcement Operations.
Nic Knowlton was recently selected to
serve as the chief for the TerrorismRelated Inadmissibility Grounds (TRIG)
Division at USCIS. Knowlton has been
acting in this position since August
2021, and officially became permanent
in May 2022.
Jonathan George has been promoted to
Police Captain at San Diego Harbor Police
Department.
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Chris Thomas was recently promoted to
Assistant Chief in the Yonkers, NY Fire
Department.
Emily Kaster started a new position
as Senior Emergency Preparedness
Specialist at Tidal Basin Group.
Stephan Lopez Jr. started a new position
as Deputy Chief at Dallas Fire Rescue.
MA2005/2006

U.S. Marine Corps Exchange Officer Walker
Mills has been selected as a fellow for the
Irregular Warfare Initiative, a collaboration
between West Point’s Modern Warfare
Institute and the Empirical Studies of
Conflict project at Princeton.
Heather Madden has been promoted to
Chief of Staff – Enterprise Services at U.S.
Customs and Border Protection.

On June 21, 2022, Christjan Gaudio
assumed command of the USCG Tactical
Law Enforcement Team Pacific in San Diego.
MA2105/2106

Sashi Sabaratnam was recently invited to
serve as a panelist at an event hosted by
NASA titled "System-Wide Safety (SWS)
Wildfire Firefighting Operations." Sashi was
one of six panelists that spoke about the
operational roles, scope, and responsibilities
of wildfire firefighting operations.
Sabaratnam was also on the keynote panel
for the International Association of Wildlife
Fire and Climate Conference that took place
in Pasadena on May 23-27, 2022.
Theodore “Ted” Berger started a new
position as Executive Director of Cook
County’s Department of Emergency
Management and Regional Security.
Andrew Gregg was recently promoted to
Captain with the California Highway Patrol.
Captain Gregg assumed command of the
Los Angeles Communications Center on
July 1, 2022.
Angela Coonce retired from the St. Louis
City PD on July 30 and will be taking
over as the Police Chief at Washington
University in St. Louis.
EMERGENCE PROGRAM

EMERGENCE 1701

Donald Vincent started a new position as
VP, Lead Copywriter for City Bank National.
Sofia Azumah has been promoted to
Corporal at the San Diego Harbor Police.
EMERGENCE 1901

Ian Fields was promoted within the
Michigan State Police Department to the
rank of sergeant and will oversee the
Fifth District Crime Prevention Squad.
EMERGENCE 1902

Erika Harley started a new position
as Manager of Communications,
International Content & Operations at
The Walt Disney Company.

Tara Ayesha Roberts was recently promoted
to Senior Manager, Global Crisis Management
at The Walt Disney Company. Roberts was
also awarded the Disney Global Security
Values Award. The award recognizes Roberts
for embodying the team’s core value of
promoting collaboration.
Howard Wu started a new position as Senior
Program Manager of Crisis Management
with Amazon Worldwide Real Estate
Disaster Recovery and Investigations.
Katherine Howlin started a new position
as a Risk Intelligence Analyst at Comcast.
Aisha Parilla has been promoted to
Supervisory Customs and Border Protection
Officer at the San Ysidro Port of Entry.
EMERGENCE 2002

Nestor Garcia has been selected for the
Battalion Chief of Training position with
the Santa Fe County Fire Department, NM.
Laura Mellem started a new position as
Chief of Staff at the Port of New Orleans.
Matthew Topoozian started a new position
as Emergency Management Coordinator
with the Los Angeles County Office of
Emergency Management.
Tyler Shaw started a new position as
Training Specialist at U.S. Fire Administration
in the Training Administration, Planning &
Analysis branch.
Todd Livingston began a position with the
Emergency Management Accreditation
Program as the Training Coordinator
effective July 1, 2022.
EMERGENCE 2101

Lindsey Means started a new position as a
Business Continuity and Recovery Manager at
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Palatine Police Officer Nick Heuertz
was presented with the “Rising Shields
of Law Enforcement” award from the
Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police at
their annual conference. Each year, the
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ILACP selects one person from the entire
state who represents the future of law
enforcement in Illinois.
Fernando Almanza started a new position
as Deputy Emergency Manager at Eagle
County Emergency Management, CO.

ELP1001

After 43 years of law enforcement service,
James Gallagher has officially retired as
the Deputy Director, U.S. Department of
the Interior, Office of Law Enforcement &
Security (OLES).

Darren Goodman started a new position as
Police Chief of the San Bernardino Police Dept.
ELP1701

Michelann Ooten started a new position as
Public Information Officer and Marketing
Manager at OKC Utilities Department.

ELP1101

Jeremy Hagerman stared the new position
on April 25th as Response and Technical
Assistance Manager with the National
Organization for Victim Assistance.
Kyle McDonnell recently started a new
position as Intelligence Research Specialist
with the NYPD’s Intelligence Bureau.
Nicholas Widmer started a new position
as Community Disaster Risk Reduction
Manager at American Red Cross.
EMERGENCE 2102

Josha Crabtree recently addressed mental
health and disasters at the Virginia
Emergency Management Symposium
2022: A Mixed Bag (March 21-24).
EXECUTIVE LEADERS
PROGRAM (ELP)

ELP0702

Charles G. Rodriguez MG (USA, Ret.),
Ph.D., recently started a new position as
Director of Capital Campaign at the Hispanic
Association of Colleges and Universities in
San Antonio, TX.
Scott Kelberg started a new position as
Chief Operating Officer and Senior Advisor
at the FEMA Emergency Management
Institute (EMI).
ELP0801

Justo Hernandez started a new position as
Deputy Chief Administrative Officer at the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security.
ELP0901

MaryAnn Tierney has been selected as
an inaugural fellow in the first cohort of
FEMA’s new Vanguard Executive Crisis
Leaders Fellows Program.
ELP0902

Former Senior DHS Attorney Patricia Corrales
participated in a documentary on the issues
facing the US immigration system. The
documentary was picked up by Netflix and
is called “Living Undocumented.”

William “Bill” Sugiyama started a new
position as Chief Executive Officer – West
at Mobile Healthcare Systems.
Dr. Carol Cunningham, State Medical
Director at Ohio Department of Public
Safety, Division of EMS, has been selected
by the Harvard University National
Preparedness Leadership Initiative (NPLI)
as the 2022 Meta-Leader of the Year.
Doug Bass retired as Dallas County (Texas)
Chief of Homeland Security & Emergency
Management.

Thomas McNeal started a new role as
Director at Dorchester County Emergency
Management.
Illinois Emergency Management Agency
Acting Director Alicia Tate-Nadeau was
unanimously reappointed by a bi-partisan
Illinois Senate committee today to her
position with the State of Illinois. Director
Alicia Tate-Nadeau also gave the opening
speech at the 11th Annual Women in Criminal
Justice Conference in Bloomington, IL.
ELP1702

ELP1102

Andrew D’Amora retired from his role as
New York City Emergency Management
Acting Commissioner.
ELP1201

NYC Mayor Eric Adams recently appointed
Philip Banks III as Deputy Mayor for Public
Safety.

On Dec 7, 2021, Poudre Fire Authority
Fire Chief Derek Bergsten was conferred
for a fourth consecutive designation as
Chief EMS Officer by the Center for Public
Safety Excellence and the Commission on
Professional Credentialing.

FBI Weapons of Mass Destruction
Directorate Assistant Director Don Alway
recently met with the chief of the Polish
National Police and the leadership of the
Polish National Fire Service.

ELP1802

ELP1501

After 36+ years of federal service and 19
years at DHS, Angela McGuirl has decided
to retire.

FDNY Deputy Assistant Chief Michael
Meyers has been promoted to Assistant
Chief designated as the FDNY's Chief of
Safety Command.

ELP1901
ELP1601

Eric McBride started a new position as
Executive Advisor at LensLock, Inc.
Thomas Wood retired from his role as Fire
Chief at Boca Raton Fire Rescue Services.
ELP1602

Patrick Sheehan has been selected as
an inaugural fellow in the first cohort of
FEMA’s new Vanguard Executive Crisis
Leaders Fellows Program.

ELP2001

John Hodgens started a new position as
Acting Chief of Department at FDNY.
Brian Pearson recently started a new
position as Head of Insider Threat at
Robinhood.
ELP2002

Homeland Security Experts Group Executive
Director Robert Walker has been elected
to serve as Director of the INMA Board at
InfraGard National Members Alliance.
Mike Antoine started a new position as
Director of Emergency Preparedness at
Louisiana State University (LSU).
ELP2101

Gerrit Bakker started a new position
as Senior Executive, Health Emergency
Management with Tetra Tech Inc.

ELP1401

New York City Police Department Deputy
Chief Joseph Gallucci has been awarded
the Ellis Island Medal of Honor.

President Biden has appointed Thomas
Sivak to be FEMA Region 5 Administrator.
Women in Homeland Security recently
announced the 2022-2023 Board of
Directors. Deputy Medical Health
Operational Area Coordinator of San
Mateo County Shruti Dhapodkar has been
selected as Director of Sponsorship.
[+MA 2105/2106]

James Hanson has been promoted
to Assistant Fire Chief – Professional
Development Bureau with the District of
Columbia Fire and EMS Department.
ELP1902

Linda Lindamood started a new position
as President and CEO at First Watch
Strategies & Events. Lindamood was
also a guest speaker at MPI (Meeting
Professionals International) - Orlando
Chapter March Education Luncheon on
March 10, 2022.

Sid Patel started a new position at the
Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS)
division of the FBI in Clarksburg, WV, as
the Section Chief over the National Threat
Operations Section (NTOS).
Springfield, MO Fire Chief David
Pennington has been appointed to a
three-year term as a committee member
to the IAFC’s Terrorism and Homeland
Security Committee.
Eric Holmes retired from the City of
Pittsburgh Bureau of Police on May 20, 2022,
after 25 years of service. Holmes will serve
as the Director of Public Safety and Chief
of Police for Duquesne University upon his
departure from the Pittsburgh Police.
Kurt Caminske started a new position as
Chief of the Fairfield Glade Police Department.
ELP 2201

Samson Stevens started a new position as
Chief, Atlantic Area Intelligence with the
U.S. Coast Guard.
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RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM
(REP)

REP1601

Director Douglas Reed, along with
Pottawattamie County Emergency
Management, has been awarded the
Emergency Management Program of
the Year award by the Iowa Emergency
Management Association.
REP1603

Jeff Byard has been selected as an
inaugural fellow in the first cohort of
FEMA’s new Vanguard Executive Crisis
Leaders Fellows Program.

NPS-CHDS Adjunct Faculty and Founder
of PWPORG.org Kathleen Kiernan has
launched Edition Five of the Parents with
Preparedness digital magazine.
NPS-CHDS Instructor Dr. Christopher
Bellavita has been awarded the inaugural
CHDS Association Educator Award in
recognition of and in appreciation for
his commitment to homeland security
education and his enduring impact on
programs and students across CHDS over
the past 20 years.
NPS-CHDS Instructor Seth Jones has been
appointed to serve as a member of the
Afghanistan War Commission.

REP1802

Brian Hastings has been selected as an
inaugural fellow in the first cohort of
FEMA’s new Vanguard Executive Crisis
Leaders Fellows Program.
FUSION CENTER
LEADERS PROGRAM
(FCLP)

FCLP1402

Georgetown University Faculty Jorhena
Thomas recently lead an instructional
session on the impact of disinformation on
national security and democracy for the
Girl Security Fellowship.
FCLP1503

Assistant Director Eli Owen and his team
at Cal OES are receiving an Innovation
Champion Award at the American
Council for Technology-Industry
Advisory Council’s (ACT-IAC) 2022
Emerging Technology and Innovation
Conference for their pilot project with
Google Cloud Public Sector using its
Street View technology to streamline
the wildfire damage cost assessment
process. [+ELP2001]

IJIC recently published the concluding
essay for the Special IJIC issue on Diversity,
Inclusion, and Intelligence written by CHDS
Lecturer Cristiana (Cris) Matei.
NPS-CHDS Associate Professor
Erik Dahl recently authored “January
6th Intelligence Failure Timeline.” This
timeline presents a detailed listing
of intelligence reports and other
warnings that were available prior to
the attack on the Capitol on Jan. 6,
2021. NPS-CHDS Associate Professor Erik
Dahl also completed a new paper titled
“Assessing the Effectiveness of the
Department of Homeland Security, 20
Years After 9/11.” The paper was written
for the 20 Years of War project based
out of Brown University.

FACULTY NOTES

NPS-CHDS Senior Lecturer and Thesis
Advisor Dr. Shannon Brown has been
named the winner of the Lieutenant
Commander David L. Williams Outstanding
Professor Award.

be sure to look for the
HSDL redesign in 2022.
HOMELAND SECURITY
DIGITAL LIBRARY
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To see your name in the next edition,
send a note about yourself or one
of your colleagues to
Heather Hollingsworth Issvoran
at hissvora@nps.edu.

Our CHDS Family is Everywhere

ALUMNI PHOTO ALBUM
Photos of CHDS alumni from around the nation

Chris Bellavita inspired MA2105/06 Madison Miller’s latest ink.

MA alum Tom Richardson, FDNY Chief of Department (ret.) and FEMA Administrator Deanne Criswell were awarded the Ellis Island Medal
of Honor by the Ellis Island Honors Society.

FDNY Frank Leeb visits Wendy Walsh in San Antonio, TX

Manny Kwo is having a hard time saying goodby to his NPS computer

D. Jeremy Demar (right) at West Virginia APCO Conference in
Charleston, WV

Catherine Jones (MA Alumna) at PARMA Conference in Anaheim

Anders Strindberg and Christina Bell meet up in Sweden
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ALUMNI PHOTO ALBUM

Andy Collins ran into Scott Austin (USCG) in July and discovered
they are CHDS family

Amy Gillespie and Brittany Miller at the Partners in Emergency Preparedness Conference in Lynnwood, WA, in April of 2022

Michael Aspland and Nadav Morag are leading a new program
at Sam Houston State University
CHDS alum from the Texas Division of Emergency Management (TDEM)
participate in a regional recovery and hazard mitigation leadership
workshop near Dallas, Texas, on Oct 18-20, 2021. Pictured from left to
right, Regional Assistant Chief Kevin Starbuck (MA 1503/1504), State
Hazard Mitigation Officer/Division Chief Josh Davies (MA 1403/1404),
and Section Chief Jasper Cooke (MA 1701/1702)

Jenna Hillhouse (HDSL) and Jill Barnes (MA 1705/6) at the California
Emergency Services Association Conference in San Diego
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CHDS alumnus Chief Emily Pelliccia and Emily Kaster meet up at FEMA

Alumna Kristen Simonds at the Western Regional Joint Threat
Assessment Training at Montana State University in Bozeman, MT,
in April of 2022

Jeff Dambly at the National Fusion Center Association Conference
in Alexandria, VA, April 2022

ALUMNI PHOTO ALBUM

Martha Ellis (MA 1301/02) and Thomas Simons (1803/04) at the IAFC-Wildland Urban Interface in Reno, NV

Deborah Witmer at the Partners in Emergency Preparedness
Conference in Lynnwood, Washington, in April of 2022

ELP grad Henry Comas had the opportunity to catch up with
MA, ELP grad, Deanne Criswell, FEMA Administrator, at the 2022
National Hurricane Conference.

Don Alway and Chief of the Polish National Police

Robert Bristol AEM, ATC and Mordechai Goldfeder being recognized by
the Regional EMS Council (REMSCO) with the Guardian of Life Award

MA alum Kevin Starbuck and Josh Davies at the
2022 Texas Emergency Management Conference

Fairfield Glade Chief of Police Kurt Caminske with wife Barbara

NYPD Deputy Inspector Joseph Gallucci honored at the
35th Anniversary Ellis Island Medal of Honor ceremony
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Welcome TO THE CHDS FAMILY!
Congratulations to our most recently completed CHDS cohorts

ELP

MASTERS

2101

2005/2006
Outstanding Thesis Award:
Jonathan Miller

EMERGENCE

2102

REP
2202
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Mark Carr Esprit De Corps Award:
Brian Maguire and Robert Hutchens

EMERGENCE

2101
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Curtis “Butch” Straub Award:
Kyle Mitchell

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Don’t forget you have access to these valuable research and information resources:

HOMELAND SECURITY
DIGITAL LIBRARY

SELF-STUDY
COURSES

HOMELAND SECURITY
AFFAIRS JOURNAL

www.hsdl.org

www.chds.us/selfstudy

www.hsaj.org

The Homeland Security Digital Library
(HSDL) is the nation’s premier collection of
documents related to homeland security policy,
strategy, and organizational management.
Visit this online resource at www.hsdl.org.

Non-credit, online self-study courses,
derived from the NPS-CHDS Master’s degree
curriculum, are available to homeland defense
and security professionals who wish to enhance
their understanding of key homeland security
concepts and who require the flexibility
of self-paced instruction. Find self-study
courses on the CHDS website home page at
www.chds.us/selfstudy.

Homeland Security Affairs is the peer-reviewed
online journal of CHDS, providing a forum
to propose and debate strategies, policies, and
organizational arrangements to strengthen
U.S. homeland security. CHDS instructors,
participants, alumni, and partners represent
the leading subject matter experts and
practitioners in the field of homeland security.
Read the Journal at www.hsaj.org.

HSDL

LEARNING MATERIALS FROM
THE NPS CENTER FOR HOMELAND
DEFENSE AND SECURITY

CHDS/ED
www.chds.us/ed
CHDS and its University and Agency
Partnership Program (UAPP) provide free
access to specialized curriculum, learning
materials, self-study courses, Homeland
Security Digital Library holdings, and
other educational resources. Open to
public and private sector partners, the
goal is to make available courses, content,
and original research to help agencies and
practitioners solve problems and carry
out their missions, and for academics
to further homeland security education.
The educational materials on chds.us/ed
also include multimedia elements such
as interviews, podcasts, media-enhanced
lectures, and Viewpoints interviews with
subject matter experts.

Stay Connected
with CHDS
Anytime, Anywhere

www.chds.us

QUESTIONS
COMMENTS
SUGGESTIONS

npsCHDS

?

HEATHER HOLLINGSWORTH ISSVORAN
Director, Strategic Communications
Center for Homeland Defense and Security
hissvora@nps.edu • 831.402.4672 (c)

npsCHDS

@npsCHDS

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

support@chds.us
831.272.2437 (PST)
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